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THE DOOMED HUNTER.
CHAPTER

I

THE FUR DEALER AND THE HUNTER.

I T is no extraordinary circumstance in the history of
our Western civilization that a howling wilderness—the
abode only of wild animals and wilder savages—becomes
transformed, in a few years, to a smiling agricultxiral
di.-;trict, with populous towns and villages. The broad,
fertile fields, rich in their harvest wealth, present little to
mark the scene over which white men and savages fought
in relentless warfare during the incipience of those
settlements. Occasionally it may be said of a certain
locality that a pitched battle occurred in that spot, or
some noted personage was slain thereabouts. But, the
strategy, the struggles, the daring which wrested those
lands from the sullen Indian, and held them against the
wiles of his power, those are passed over and forgotten.
The railroad which to-day passes through the thriving
town of C—, in Ohio, crosses a small creek some little
distance before reaching the village. Leaving the railroad at this point, and dropping every modern association
of the place, let us go back to the time of the first
settlers. I t is not very many years—precisely how many
is no matter of especial interest. Suffice it is to say that
at that time the primeval forests still lined the banks of
Silver Run, as the little stream had been named by the
fir.-it settlers.
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Then, as now, its waters ran in crystal pureness,
murmui'ing lovingly as they hastened on to join the
larger stream, and in turn to be emptied into the. broad
Ohio. Native verdure in rich luxuriance lined the watercourse, and animal and insect life abounded in profusion.
Here a. gallant body of pioneers had halted, struck by
the beauty of the scenery, the abundance of game, and
an vinusually good water-privilege, which could be
employed for the various purposes requiring " power."
Selecting a rich bottom, they built a settlement, surrounded by hills upon nearly every side.
The site had been named " Forest Valley," and certainly no appellation could have been more characteristic
and appropriate.
Several years had passed, during which the settlement
grew and throve. A t the time when our story opens it
contained nearly twenty dwellings, a rude church, with
blacksmith-sliop and store.
The latter was such an iastitution as the needs of the
community demanded—where fui-s and the few productions of the forest-homes found a ready exchange for
powder and lead, bad whisky and Indian trinkets, besides
such articles as were needed by the settlers in their more
peaceful pursuits.
The store, and, indeed, the majority of the buildings in
Forest Valley, belonged to a person named Jehonikam
Andrews—a man who had noticed the fine points of the
settlement, and at once invested his all in such ways as
nearly to monopolize the active power of the place. Notwithstanding the facts that his pi'ices were enormous,
and that various stories circulated in regard to his weights
and measures, there was no course left to the settlers but
to patronize him.
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The mill had been built by his capital, and the lumber
which it had turned into his hands had been employed in
the erection of new houses, all of which found ready
occupants, even if Jehonikam's prices and terms were
slightly outrageous.
Apart from his love of money and position, he was not
considered a bad citizen, and many little acta of kindness
showed that good lurked beneath an almost miserly
exterior. Indeed, with those who were -independent of
him, Jehonikam was chatty and sociable, disposed to
laugh and joke with a hearty relish. But all familiarity
from those who were in his power was nipped in the bud.
The habitation in which Andrews dwelt was a small
house situated near the " store." His family consisted
merely of a pleasant, beautiful daughter, twenty years of
age, Nancy Anckews by name, and himself. His day
was spent in the store and around the place, excepting
only service hours on Sunday, when he was foremost in
the little church, where a simple-minded divine dealt out
stereotyped truths from Sunday to Sunday.
As .Jehonikam only ate and slept at home, it is but
natural that we should find him in the store the moment
we introduce the opening scene of our .story. ' A counter
ran from one side of the apartment to the' other, a rude
writing-desk rising at one extremity, "at which Jehonikam
was busy with a greasy account-book."' ButHwo others
were .in the store at the time, one of whom immediatelv
took his leave, with a small bundle, the proceeds of his
barter with the merchant.
The other was a tall and muscular young man, clad in
tlio qrdinary gaib of a hunter. H e was leaning again.st
the counter, his dark eyes bent upon the floor in a dee[)
study. Occasionally he glanced up at the merchant, Mho
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remained for some minutes busy with his accounts, then
turned his gaze again upon the floor.
After he had waited for some time, Jehonikam closed
his book, rolled up the furs for which he had just made a
shrewd bargain, and tossed them into a drawer, which he
carefully locked.
Having nothing else to occupy his
attention, he now turned to the man who had been awaiting his somewhat tardy movements.
" Wal, Ralph," he said, in tones which sounded almost
harsh, " you said you wanted to consult with me a
little. 1 don't know's I've anything on hand jest at this
particular minute. So if you'll say right off what's wanting, I'll try and see what can be done for ye."
^' True, I asked for your private ear a minute," the
other said, hesitatingly. " I have come to you upon a
matter such as I never spoke of before. I don't know
but you'll think I'm rather bold to ask you for such a
great favour."
Ralph Rilley paused, evidently at a loss how to proceed, which Jehonikam perceived, and came to his rescue
promptly.
" Never mind, Ralph," he said. " If you want any
advance on your next lot o' fur, or anything out o' the
store, don't be afeard to speak right up. I know you too
well to be afeared to trust ye."
" No, sir; that is not it," was the quick reply. " I
have yet some money, though I paid you quite a sum, for
me, a few daj's since. But I have my house and farm—
that is to be—paid for now, and T have been thinking
tliat I might as well conclude to marry and settle down
for life!"
The last words were spoken somewhat hesitatingly, and
tlie earnest eyes of the speaker sought the floor again
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while a deep blu.sh suffused his handsome face. But the
unpleasant sens.ation quiclcly passed awRy, and he looked
the shrewd fui'-dealcr respectfully in the fixce, as the latter
rotiiriiod :—
" By all means. I was married afore 1 was as old as you
are this blessed minute! I drm't liclieve in anyman'.s
waitin' till the last crack of doomsday ! If you want to
C'it married and take comfort, why dew it; that's my stylo.
And if there's anything I can do to help the matter
along, jest name it, and I will lend you a hand."
" Thank you, sir, for tlie kindness. I have found the
woman to make mc happy through life, and if you will
but give your consent to our marriage, all will be very
near to completion."
" W a l , why don't ye say o n ? " demanded Jehonikam,
who evidently suspected what was coming, as the young
man stopped, and his eyes agam sought the floor. " W h a t
is your purpose in coming to me about it at all 1"
'•' The lady whom I love is your daughter, sir. I have
come to ask your consent to our marriage ! "
""What is that I h e a r ? " demanded the enraged parent.
'• Do you dare come to me with such a proposal?"
" I dare nothing of the kind, sir," replied Ralph, from
whom all signs of fear and trembling had now departed.
" I merely came to present our mutual wishes, and ask
your sanction!"
'•Your mutual wishes, indeed ! I should like to have
you tell me the meaning of that word. You don't supjjiisc for one minute that my Nancy would think of
marrying such a wild man as yourself ? "
" I feared such would be the case," returned Ralph.
" But as she sent me to you, after saying she loved mo,
.and was willing b> become uiY wife—"
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"Bosh! bosh ! " interrupted Jehonikam, assuming a
confidential tone. '' The girl was only making gammou
of you, Ralph. She has a lover in the East, one that will
make her a worthy husband, and she knows it. She
never would have said any such thing, unless in mere
sport. So I advise you to go quickly home, and say no
more about anything so foolish !"
" I tell you 'tis nothing foolish, Mr. Andrews. I love
hei", and she loves me. I know that. I will endeavour
to make her happy, and—"
" You will do nothing of the kind !" exclaimed Andrews, passionately. " I tell you she is not for you, or
such as y o u ; so let that be enough."
" Haven't I alwaj^s conducted myself honourably in any
transactions with you ?" Ralph demanded, stung by the
tone and bearing of his interlocutor.
" Because you couldn't do anything else," growlingly
returned Jehonikam.
" Haven't I always conducted myself honourably with
all who have had anything to do with me ? Did you
ever hear anything .spoken against me •by those who
know me best 1"
The speaker fixed an eagle glance upon Andrews, and
the latter quailed before it. H e knew that the young
man was honoured by all who knew him, and his own experience had been sufficient to satisfy him that Ralph
would make his mark in the world. Yet, the " almighty
dollar" stood before his vision, and he never could think
of such a thing as bestowing his daughter upon a comparatively poor young man, while there was any chance
of her becoming the bride of one more blessed in worldly
possessions. Without raising his eyes to Rilley's face, he
said:—

THE SUIT KEJECTEU.
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'•What is the use of all this? W h a t has your character to do with me or mine ? "
" Just thLs," was the finn reply. " I love your
daughter, and my determination is to marry her—come
what will. The only objection you could raise is that of
character, and since I am all right in that respect, I fancy
that Nancy will have a will of her own in the matter."
" Beware, sir !" thundered the fur-dealer, as he bent a
fierce scowl upon the young man. " Do not dare to
insult me in my own house ! "
•' I do not dare anything," returned the other, calmly.
" I had anticipated your answer, and we consulted together in the matter before I came here. Nancy assured
me that she would accept me as a husband, and I shall
not withdraw, certainly."
Jehonikam vaulted over the counter, and pointed to
the door. His face was flushed with passion, and it
seemed with difficulty tliat he refrained from laying
violent hands upon Ralph.
" G o ! " he exclaimed. " N e v e r dare to set yourself
over the door-sill again until you have made due apologies
for your indecent conduct. Go, I say ! Don't you
hear ?"
" Certainly, sir. And since the house is yours I have
no intention but to obey. Still, I can assure you that
the day is not very far distant when you will repent of
all this."
The words reached the ears of several pei'sons passing
at the time, as also the angry rejoinder of Jehonikam :—
" Never come into this store again, you presuming
p-appy ; if you do, I'll thrash you out of i t ! "
Ralph had little fear of the threat being carried out,
but he did not wish a auarrel v.'ith the nurse-proud fur-
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dealer, and drew himself away from the vicinity, regardloss of the numerous questions pressed upon him by those
who had overheard the storekeeper's words.
Having settled his perturbed spirits into something of
order, Ralph turned upon his heel, and made a straight
cut to the house where the object of his affections resided.
Of course, he was met at the door by Nancy in person, and
they were soon seated in the house, discussing the answer
given by Jehonikam.
The fur-dealer happened to take a fancy similar to that
of Ralph.
" Likely enough he'll be up to the house, fust I'll know,"
he muttered. " I'll just slip up and let that gal know
that he ain't to cross the threshold on any condition. She
needn't think to fall in love with every boy that comes
along; she hain't head to choose for her own welfare yet.
I must talk with her on the subject when I get time."
Thus meditating he closed and locked the principal
door to the store, and slipping out by a back way, started
directly toward the house. H e arrived soon after Ralph
and Nancy had taken a seat, and entered the room before
either of them noticed his presence. Nancy uttered a cry
as she beheld his angry and threatening looks.
" So I find you in my own house, viper, !" exclaimed
Jehonikam, brandishing a cane as the youth rose to hii'
feet. " I'll teach you to defy me in this way !"
And flourishing the walking-stick he sprung in the
direction of Ralph, intending to give him a sound
thrashing.
" No, no, father," pleaded Nancy, as she stepped
before him ; " you must not hurt Ralph !"
But the angry father pushed her rudely aside, and the
next moment found himself locked in the embrace of
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Ralph. The young hunter Avas muscular, extremely so,
and though Jehonikam was nearly his equal in bulk, ho
was far from possessing his strength.
I n vain ho
attempted to use his staff. I t was wrenched from his
hand, and himself raised bodily in the arms of the man
he would have chastised, and carried to his own door.
Nor did the young man stop there. Directly into the
street he proceeded with his burden, and upon setting
him down, Ralph remarked :—
" Now, sir, we are upon ground where each has an
e(iual right, and if you attempt to disturb me, I shall forget everything else, and defend myself to the utmost. I
warn you that you will get no tender treatment, after
what has passed !"
Thus speaking Ralph placed his unwilling burden upon
his feet, and released his hold. For a moment it seemed
the baffled fur-dealer could not restrain his wrath, but
after gazing upon the athletic form of the man before
him, he swallowed it, saying :—
" I only want you never to darken a door of mine
again."
" If I do you will be very likely to know it," was all
the answer the young man vouchsafed ; and as a crowd
was collecting, Jehonikam beat a retreat toward his store.
As before, the bystanders eagerly demanded to know
the cause of the tumult. But Ralph would not grati.'y
them, and the fur-dealer was too deeply wrought upon to
submit to any questioning.
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C H A P T E R

II.

THE TRAGEDY.

Two days had passed since the little event recorded in
the preceding chapter. Night and darkness reigned over
Forest Valley. Suddenly a wild, sharp cry—that cry
which ever conveys such terror in settlements like that in
question—x-ung out upon the midnight air :—
" Fire ! Fii-e ! !"
One sturdy pair of lungs after another took up the
shout, and the startled sleepers rushed forth from their
homes to combat the dreaded enemy.
R-alph Rilley lay upon his couch, not sleeping, but
gazing and thinking. The first alarm reached his ear,
and without pausing he sprung out, hastily dressed, and
was soon in the open air.
A t first he saw no indications of any fire, but joining
the hurrying crowd he soon found tliat the flames were
kindled, or had broken out, within the little dwelling
occupied by Jehonikam Andrews. Though their progress
was as yet confined to one room, it seemed questionable
whether the building.-could be saved.
A fire v.^as far from being an everyday occurrence, and
the first efforts of the startled inhabitants were far from
being in the right direction. Confused running about
and shouting seemed to be the extent of active measures
for subduing the threatened conflagration.
W i t h a quicker eye and clearer brain than others,
Ralph saw the state of afiairs. Selecting such men as
had buckets, he formed a line from the bank of the creek
to the dwelling, and as buckets of water were passed
rapidly along, he dashed them in person upon the flames.
Shouts of applause went up as the progress of the
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fiamcs was checked, and those who had laboured tlius fixr
were relieved by others from the crowd. Renewed
exertions brought corresponding success, and in a short
time the glad tidings went from one anxious lip to
another,
'• The fii-e is out! "
Withdrawing, then, from his post of honour, Ralph ran
his eye rapidly over the faces of those assembled. But
the features he sought were not there.
'• Where are the people of the house 1" he demanded.
Sure enough—where were they ? None had seen either
Jehonikam or his daughter since the outbui'st of the fire.
During the fearful excitement which prevailed, no one had
thought of it. But now an immediate search was instituted.
After calling aloud until satisfied that they were not in
the vicinity, lights were procured, and a party set about
exploi-ing the house. The room where the fire had
occurred was perfectly bare, and they immediately pushed
on to the next.
As the door of the latter was opened a horrid sight met
their gaze. Lying upon the floor, in a pool "of his own
blood, was Jehonikam Andrews ! The room being filled
with smoke, he was lifted and borne to the open air, where
a hasty examination was held.
I t was evident from the first that he was dead. A n
examination of the body showed several deep cuts, one
upon the back plainly indicating that he could noli have
given the fatal blow himself. Besides he had been stabbed
through the heart, which was evidently the immediate
cause of his death.
The anger and excitement which prevailed as these
developments were reached baffle description. The -".om-
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motion when the fire raged most fully was nothing in
comparison.
Strong men raved and wept by turns,
'.owing deadly vengeance upon the cowardly murderer;
v.diile women and children gathered in weeping masses,
and strove to reassvire each other, each more frightened
than her neighbour.
All, save Ralph, were thoroughly overcome by the
fearful revelations. H e merely satisfied himself that
Jehonikam was past all human assistance, and then he
started in search of Nancy. If harm had befallen the
father, what more likely than that the daughter was also
involved ! The very thought was fearful to the bold
huiitei".
Hastily summoning one or two assistants, who grasped
lights, they turned away and complefed the exploration of
the house. Indeed, only the chamber remained to he
searched. I t was reached by a rough stairway, which
had been partially burned down, so that it required a deal
of care to ascend. But Ralph heeded not the periL With
a few quick bounds he reached the floor above, and his
companions could do no less than to follow his impulsive
lead.
But when the chamber was reached, and the light had
brought all its outlines into view, a low cry of distress
broke from the hunter's lips. The one he sought was not
there !
The bed upon which she had been sleeping was there,
and its appearance indicated that she had passed several
hours in slumber. But she was gone ! None of her
clothing remained, so it was evident that her departure
had been expected, or that she had been allowed time to
select necessary articles of apparel.
A quick search convinced Ralph that her body was not
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ft-ithin the confines of the building, and then ho hastened
Ijaek to the excited group about the body of Jehonikam
with the painful intelligence. Of course, the former commotion was increased rather than allayed by this additional
evil.
To render assurance doubly sure, messengers Avere
dp: patched to every house, to make certain that she had
not fled there in a moment of terror. These soon returned
with tidings that she was not in the place, neither had any
person seen her since the previous evening. The nearest
dwellers, who i-esided at some little distance, had heard
no confusion, and only a person in the lower portion of
the village, who was watching with a sick child, had
discovered the fire in time to prevent a general conflagration.
The mystery which surrounded all the facts of the case,
served to make the citizens more eager for the solving of
the problem. Nothing of the kind had been known to
them before, and common safety demanded that such an
example be made as should thoroughly intimidate all
lawless characters in the future.
Actuated by these feelings and motives, Ralph, who
was certainly the hero of the night, took a blazing torch,
and suggested that the room in which the body had been
fuund be thoroughly examined, since something might be
found from which proof could be obtained.
Strangely enough, this had been neglected thus far, but
the idea was a good one, and immediately acted upon.
Three men besides Ralph were selected to make a careful
inspection of the apartment. Being well provided with
lights they entered the house, and closed the door, that
no intruders might disturb them in the operation.
There were eviileiices of a severe though short struggle
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having taken place. The only chair in the room had
been overturned and broken, and the bed much disarranged—evidently after the occupant had risen.
The clothes which Jehonikam had laid aside on retu-eing for the night still were lying in a corner, trampled in
a confused mass. One of the men, named Alfred Adams,
raised them in his hand, and was proceeding to search
them for any indications of robbery, when something fell
to the floor.
" H e r e is the tool with which the cursed deed was
performed," said Adams, raising a long bloody knife, and
holding it up to the view of the others. " This will give
us a clue."
"Seems to me I've see'd that 'ere knife afore," remarked William Rufus, ca.sting a sly glance at Ralph.
The latter drew near, and as his eyes rested upon the
knife, he gave a surprised exclamation.
" That is mine !" he said, frankly.
The astonishment of those with him was certainly
intense. They drew near, and for a few moments gazed
from the knife to its owner in mute wonder. The
weapon was an ordinary hunting-knife, with buck-horn
handle, upon the upper end of which were engraved the
letters « R. R."
" Sartin it's yourn," said Rufus, with a slight bow.
" I reckin thar's anuff in this place knows that knife,
so't ye needn't try to deny it."
" I had no intention of denying it," returned Ralph,
almost sharply. " D i d I not tell you that it was my
knife?"
" Then how came it here ?" was the quick demand of
the others within the apartment.
" I am sure I cannot say," was the earnest reply.
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" I t must have been stolen from my room by the
murderer, if it was used in that foul deed."
" Oh, sartin ! We all believe that!" said Rufus,
somewhat spitefully. " None of us remember the fight
you had with Mister Andrews two or three days ago !"
Tlieie was something so impertinently malicious in the
tone of the speaker, that Ralph started as if stung by a
viper.
" You do not mean to insinuate that I am guilty of
this dreadful crime ?" he demanded, his sOul shrinking in
terror from the very thought.
" I didn't say nothin' about it," was returned, with a
giin of triumph, " but if ye want my opinion, I must
say that it looks pretty dark for ye."
" And you ?" the young man asked, casting a glance
around upon the others. " You certainly cannot think
me guilty of such a dreadful crime."
" I hate to think it, Ralph," said Adams, who still
held the knife; " but, as Rufus says, it certainly looks
quite dark against you. Everybody knows of your
quarrel with Jehonikam, and I have heard much wonderment as to the cause. This, with the finding of your
knife in this dreadful state, will tell hard against you,
unless something else should transpire. You see what a
phase these facts put upon the case."
" Yes ; I see," returned Ralph, who hardly yet understood the true light in which he was placed; " but, I
declare, and swear, with all heaven to witness, that I
know no more of the manner in which that knife came
here than yourself I had not touched it for two weeks,
and supposed it lying in my room at my brother's house."
" Hadn't you better try to prove that you and
Andrews was on the best of terms ?" Rufus insinuated.
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" I've knowed the poor man for a number o' years, and
you's the first one I ever knowed turned out'n his house.
I thort 'twan't all right when I see'd ye so desput
a-tryin' to put out the fire. They dew say ' straws show
which way the wind blows' sometimes."
The search was continued for some time longer, the
closest sciutiny being given to every article, and no crack
or crevice escaping the general inspection. But search
as they Avould—and none could be more anxious than
Ralph, since his very life depended upon the fruits of it
—nothing transpired. Beyond the finding of the knife,
there was not the slighest trace to be gained of the
perpetrators.
With sorrowful faces the party unclosed the door, and
prepared to step forth. A crowd without was clamorous
to learn the result of their investigations.
" You will pardon us for detaining you," said Alfred
Adams, gently, as he took Ralph by the arm. " I really
trust that you are not guilty; but, you know, we have
settled here in the wilderness, and, being under the control of no responsible legal power, we have sworn to support strict justice among ourselves, man for man."
" I know," said Ralph, with a swelling breast, "you
have the right to detain me as a prisoner, and I cannot
resist. I only swear to you that I am innocent, and I
trust to prove that innocence fully."
" Hope you will—hope you will! " was the really kind
reply.
Then holding the bloody knife in his hand, Adams made
his way toward the body of Andrews. His grasp rested
upon one arm of Ralph, and a companion held the other.
Rufus, who had an intolerant prejudice against the prisoner, though without any cause, had dived into the
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crowd, and was busily engaged in spreading the story of
Ralpir.s guilt.
Adams, upon his part, made a clear and careful statement of the circumstances under which the knife had
been found, and examination revealed beyond the shadow
of a doubt that the wounds had been given with the
identical instrument.
Here the controversy ended, since nothing further could
be proved. The young hunter reiterated his innocence,
and declared again that he knew nothing of the affair, and
had no knowledge that the knife which did the fatal deed
was out of his room at his brother's house.
But, in the excited state of the community, they did not
pause to reason. Vai'ious stories which had been covertly
circulated since the somewhat open rupture between the
prisoner and deceased were repeated. The threat which
several testified to having heard used so recently also
weighed against him, and in a short time more than threefourths of those present had expressed their conviction that
Ralph was guilty.
Suddenly the loud voice of William Rufus broke out:—
" See here, men," he said, mounting a block of wood
that he might be more conspicuous, " we all know that
feller's the guilty one. You know what we said when
the thing was first done—how we'd punish anybody that
had cut up so; now, don't le's be respecters of persons.
Thai-'s plenty of trees hyarabouts—why don't we string
him up? Wc know he's the one ! "
" Yes—string him up ! String him up !" responded
various voices in chorus. " Y\^e'll set an example, if it
does come a little tough at fust!"
The proposition instantly gained ground, and hanging
was not the only mcan.3 suggested.
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" Burn h i m ! " " Shoot him ! " " Chop his head off!
" Roast him ! " were some of the modes suggested by the
rough crowd, as being more satisfactory than simple
hanging.
Ralph began to tremble, as well he might, at the
rapidly-increasing violence of the exasperated settlers.
Death, speedy and awful, stared him in the face! He
attempted to expostulate with the multitude, but in vain.
His friends, few in number, also joined in the protest, but
all was of no avail.
The tumult increased momentarily. Torches were
brought in abundance, ropes produced, and clamorous
cries for the prisoner's death resounded more and more
fiercely.
I t was a fearful scene, as revealed by that uncertain
torchlight. The stark, cold body of the murdered man j
the pale and anxious prisoner; the agitated and surging
mass of angry men, with pale, distressed, and weeping
women and children in the background, lighted by the
ghastly and flickering torches.
Suddenly a fresh cry was raised, and, headed by the
zealous William Rufus, the avengers of blood dashed
toward the young hunter.
CHAPTER III.
THE

DOOMED

HUNTER.

" COME, sir," said the over-zealous leader of the mob,
" we are sorry to put ye to any trouble ; but it won't dew
to let ye go loose any longer. Some of ye jest tie the
feller's hands ahind his back, so he won't be dangerous,
and v.'e'll hev' a show here what never vras see'd afore in
Forset Valley, not by a long run."

AMATEUR HANQMEN.
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Sevei-al men seized the hunter's arms, and forced them
behind him, where they were very speedily tied. Then,
that their momentaiy fi-enzy might not abate, and that
good counsels might not prevail, he was dragged from the
place, out into the margin of the forest, something like
forty rods from the scene of excitement.
Of course, his few friends followed, anxious to take any
advantage which might present itself. Even a few of the
women and children were drawn to the spot by an uncontrollable desire to witness the strange and deadly proceedings.
" Here's a good place," Rufus exclaimed, as he came to
a stop. His assistants gathered around, and declared that
it could not be bettered.
They were beneath a huge oak, which threw out a
heavy lateral branch, at the height of ten or twelve feet.
Nature evidently had saved the infatuated men the trouble
of erecting a gallows.
" Thar* can't be nothin' better," observed one or two,
after a hasty glance around them. " Swing the murderer
up; don't wait for any parley ! It's the only way where
there's no law."
" Tie his legs fust," commanded the leader. " We don't
want him makin' tew much of a figure arter we've got
him swung over our heads."
The command was obeyed, a strong rope being bound
about the prisoner's ankles in the securest manner possible.
" Better tie a stone, or a good sized stick of wood, to
his feet, so't his neck won't prove too strong for his body,"
suggested a third speaker.
"No use of it," declared Rufus. " I know suthin' how
heavy he is, and thar's no danger but his neck'U give way
in good time. Just out on the rope and swing him up
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over that limb, and I'll warrant ye he never'll stab another
man in the back ! "
A sharp hiss ran through the crowd at this allusion to
the most disgusting feature of the whole affair, and fresh
cries were raised, " String him up !"
" I could go anything else," said Rufus, when quiet
was partially restored, " but the idea of being stabbed in
the back always makes me feel bad myself. But it ain't
too late now. If you say. Let him off, or, Wait a few
days, we kin dew that."
One or two of the young man's friends ventured to
suggest leniency, but their voices were drowned in the
tumult raised by those who were anxious for what they
deemed to be summary justice. Even threats of personal
violence were not wanting toward those advocating mercy
to Ralph.
Tliis Rufus had foreseen, and his words were expressly
calculated to inflame his hearers. Seeing that their feelings were brought to a pitch where all reason was set at
defiance, he slightly changed his tone, professing reluctance
to take any further part in the execution.
" I'm sure every scoundrel ought to have his pay for
what evil deeds he cuts up; but for my part I can't bear
the idea of hangin' a man any way. If you insist on that,
some of you will have it to do."
" Then out o' the way ! " growled a gi'uff fellow, who
had been impatiently swinging the end of a rope in which
he had made a noose. " If you darn't swing the feller up,
hyar's one what ain't afeared."
With a Satanic leer he threw the rope over the limb
above, and brought the noose clown to a convenient
height.
" Jest bring on the feller !" he .shouted
" We'll soon
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show him a new mode of dancin'; let him dance on nothin'
awhile."
The pale victim was led forward. A group of the
Litter's friends had gathered at a little distance, and for a
moment they even contemplated force in attempting to
defeat the purposed execution. But they readily saw that
all such efforts on their part must be in vain. They were
outnumbered, more than four to one, and they had no
iwsitive gi'ounds upon which to claim the doomed one's
innocence. Determined not to witness the last fearful
struggle, they turned away toward the settlement.
Ralph was led beneath the fatal noose, and the I'ope
adjusted to his neck. Thus far he may have entertained
hopes that his doom would be averted, or at least postponed. But now all hope was ended. H e felt the rough
cord passed around his neck, and drawn to an uncomfortable tightness. He attempted to speak, for he wished to
repeat his entii'e innocence, but an angry clamour drowned
his words, and a broad palm was placed over his mouth.
Since he could not speak to his fellow-men, the doomed
one turned his thoughts heavenward, and breathed a silent
prayer for strength to bear the last trying ordeal.
Here his silent supplications ceased, for four strong
men grasped the rope, and at a word from their leader
the young hunter's body was swung into the air. A few
even ventured to applaud the terrible spectacle, but the
iiiajoriiy looked on in silent awe at the work of death
before them.
For a short time the sense of pain and strangulation
was fearful, but that gradually passed away, and only a
wide blank, dc\oid of life and sensation, seemed to spread
before the sufl'eriiig young man.
Suddenly a yell—wild, loud, long, and fierce—broke
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from the forest near them. The party about the oak
started fearfully at this indication of others' presence, and
endeavoured to pierce the gloomy forest shades. Even
while they gazed and wondered, a burst of flame broke
from the neighbouring covert, a few balls and many
arrows hurtled through the air and fell in the mid,st of the
frightened group.
" Indians ! Indians !" burst fi-om more than one ashy
lip, and several of their number fell before the deadly
volley, killed or wounded.
Of course, the advantage was all with the assailant*.
The whites were brought out full by the strong torchlight
around them, and their foes were in the deepest shade.
Besides, scarcely a man in the group was armed, none
having deemed weapons necessary for their enterprise, or
having thought of them at all in the terrible commotion
of that night.
As the arrows continued to fly about them, the party
broke and ran, regardless of the suspended Ralph, who
came to the ground with a thump.
No sooner did the settlers show their backs than the
Indians gave another j^ell, and charged upon the rearmost of the flying horde. Frantic v/ith terror, the men
rushed in every direction, and not till they v.rere dispereed
beyond'all possibilitv of recall, for some time 'at least,
did the savages give over the pursuit.
Then, at a signal,'they rallied,"*ahd returned to the fatal
oak. Those who had fallen and remained there, whether
dead or wotmded, were tomahawked and" scalped without
mercy, after which the Indians attended^^ to the faUen
Ralph.
That individual had no full realization of his state, or
of the bloody drama enacting around him. The shout,
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and firing, and hLs own fall had been like portions of a
confused nightmare to him. Whether they were sounds
from this world or the other, he knew not.
At length he began slowly to regain consciousness.
The rojie still held his tliroat in a suffocating grasp, but
it was gradually relaxing, and he was able to breathe
\rith some difficulty. His first realizations were of a
comfortable feeling of freedom, after which his faculties
returned quite rapidly.
The first defined sensation which he had, was that some
persons were about him, and the impression which he experienced most naturally was that he had been let down
before life was extinct, either through mistake or because
his executioners had relented.
But he soon comprehended that somethuig unusual had taken place. All
was dark around, in the absence of the glaring torchlight
which had last gi-eeted his eyes. Numerous persons were
moving around, and they occasionally spoke in muffled
tones, but he could understand nothing of what was .said.
Suddenly the truth burst upon him. A n Indian
assault had bceu made, and he was now in the power of
the savages. What did that fact presage? H e knew
very well that the red men were far from being merciful,
and though he had occasionally heard of persons being
made prisoners by them, it was the exception, and not
the i-ule.
His conflicting hopes and fears soon were put at rest by
the appearance of a tall, athletic Indian, who bent over
him, and placed a hand upon his brow. Then he turned
toward his companions and grunted something in gutturals
which the young man could not comprehend.
The savages hastened to the spot, and bending over the
halfaiiiai.ated form, pioccdl'd to rub and chafe the limbs,
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much as white men might have done under the same circumstances. Ralph felt the warmth and vigour rapidly
I'eturning to his body, and in a short time he was enabled
to raise himself to a sitting position. The Indians muttered theii- satisfaction at this change, and ceased their
vigorous efforts.
Ralph Avondered why he was spared. By the very uncertain light he could see that several of the savages
carried scalps at their belts, and he expected each moment
that his own would be required. But, singularly enough,
he was treated with kindness, the pai'ty only delaying its
depai'ture on his account.
Could it be that they intended taking hun along as
prisoner? and if so, why? H e had never given the
Indians cause of offence, to be sure; neither had those
who were lying about him in the terrible postures in
which they had been overtaken by death. Then a
suspicion stole over him. H e had been rescued from the
jaws of death; might not the Indians calculate upon his
turning against the whites, and assisting in their
murderous plans? This seemed a natural conclusion,
and although his manly soul shrunk from the idea, he
resolved to take advantage of the desire, if such it should
prove, and preserve his life for the present, even if a
temporary sojourn among the Indians were required.
H e had a double purpose, now, to effect by living—to
prove his own innocence of crime, and to find Nancy.
With something of an effort he staggered to his feet,
and the same tall Indian whom he had jireviously observed extended an arm for his support. Though burning
with curiosity to know the reason of such apparent
friendliness, Ralph forbore to ask any question,?, wisely
leaving all to the discretion of the savages.
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" Paleface go with Injun ?" the i-ed-man finally grunted
out.
'•1 don't know," returned Ralph. " W h a t shall I go
with you for ?"
'• I'alc-facc want to live," sententiously responded the
savage. " Him like the young tree with big roots. Him
live gi^eat while. Make great wai-rior. But pale-face
hang him on a tree. No good fruit for great tree. Make
tree die—make hunter die. White man go with Injun.
Injun make great man of pale-face, Injun tell pale-face
suffin when git to his brothers."
" There's more than a common share of truth in what
you say," Ralph replied. " I haven't much fear o' killiiV
the tree, but I don't want to put it in danger, to say
nothing of my own neck. So I conclude it may be best
for me to go with you. What is it that you will tell me
when we get to your tribe ?"
" You walk r demanded the Indian, paying no attention to Ralph's last question.
^Vs the young man knew there would be no heed given
to the question, however often repeated, he tried the task
of walking, and found that he succeeded much better than
might have been expected under the circumstances.
" You walk good," said the Indian, who watched the
proceeding closely. " Now we go."
The Indians seemed highly elated at their success, and
walked along quite rapidly, apparently paying little heed
t'> the prisoner, who walked among them with all the
appearance of a free man. But the covert glances which
were ca.st upon him from time to time, and the impossibility of leaving his place, satisfied him that he was not
henceforth to be liLs own master.
At length they crossed Silver Run, .some distance above
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Forest Valley, and here he was allowed to drink of the
pure waters, and also to bathe his neck and head. This
procedure revived him greatly, and gave the wonted
elasticity and vigour to his limbs. H e was now able to
keep pace with the savages without any undue exertion.
I t was almost daylight when they crossed Silver Run,
and in a few minutes after leaving it the first beams of
the morning sun appeared upon the tree-tops. The
Indians now hastened their degree of speed, which they
could do with safety, and travelled several hours before
making any halt.
They then came to a stand near a bountiful spring
which gushed from beneath a large rock. Several of the
men produced dried meat, which was eagerly devoured by
the iiai'ty, after having been divided. Though Ralph felt
little inclination to eat, he took a small piece of the meat,
drank from the spring, and then seated himself upon the
ground to rest and think, while his captors were satisfying
their appetites. H e well knew where they were, often
having stopped at that spring to quench his thirst when
upon hunting excursions. But if that was the most
direct course toward the Indian town, he feared that it
must be far distant.
Their repast was soon over, and then, resting their
wearied frames for a brief time, the march was resumed.
Ralph noticed before leaving the place that one of the
number was left behind, and special instructions given
him.
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THE savages pui-sued a course somewhat to the west of
north, and continued to travel at a brisk rate for two or
three hours longer. Ralph had counted his swarthy coml>anions, and found their number to be twenty-two
present, with their leader, whose Indian name signified
Elk's Foot. This, with the one left behind, would
make quite a force, nearly man for man, to what
the settlers could raise, after the decimation they
had recently suffered. The advantage in arms of course
lav with the latter, nearly every man possessing a good
rifle, and being expert in its use ; while the arms of the
Indians consisted in part of firelocks, bows and arrows,
and speai-s, with the never-failing knives and tomahawks
for close quarters.
These facts Ralph had noticed, since he felt that the indignant settlei-s would not allow the matter to rest until
they had pui-sued and if possible wreaked summary vengeance ^ipon the Indians. . And while none of his sympathi£i\vere wi^hthelatter, he hoped certamly that they would
csc.ii)e^for,tlie present. He had little doubt that if they
were overhauled, and he fell into the hands of the whites,
^•^ JXSfiiiliP^Sf'yfi.^ i^'^H?*' ^^d ignominious ct^iil^,A .
His. saspicions of pursuit were soon confirmed. The
dtftonation of a heavily-loaded musket resounded through
the forest, and brought every man to a stand-still at once.
That they were excited was evident, and yet the natural
btoicisdi of their race was such that its exhibition was
suppressed. To the young man's surprise, they remained
Blanding where they were for some minutes—minutes
wliicli seemed Lours to him.
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At length the form of an advancing warrior was seen
•lashing through the trees, and in a minute he was beside
them.
" Pale-faces," he said, pointing back in the direction
whence they had come,
" How many ?" demanded Elk's Foot.
The runner held up one hand, with all the digits extended, then held them both up.
"So, there's fifteen," Ralph thought, "more than a
match for the three and twenty savages in a fair fight."
True he did once think of joining with his captors, and
making a strong resistance, but he relinquished the idea;
not even to save his life would he join with the enemies
of his people.
" What are you going to do ?" he demanded of Elk's
Foot, seeing that the individual in question seemed quite
complacent over the news.
" What warriors do but fight ?" was the sententious
r( joinder, in the calmest of tones.
The march was again taken up, in single file, and
continued until the natives reached a swampy creek,
\vliicli was bordered by a dense willow-copse. A narrow
passage-way extended several yards across a marshy plat,
lined all the way by impenetrable masses of willows.
Through this they passed, iiiid kcj»t on for some distance,
then turned upon their course, and entered the thickest
of the willows, where in a short time every one was
eireclually screened from sight.
Only Raljih and a single attendant were directed to
pursue the route toward the Indian country with all
po.sible despatch. The young man was glad of this for
more than one reasim. I t would spare him the necessity
of witnessing the conflict, and if the Indians should by
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any cli.uiec be defeated, he would not fall into the power
of his fellow-settlers. So far as being overtaken was concerned, he had no fe.us, feeling satisfied that he could distance any number of pursuers, when the stake was so
iinjiortant as life or death.
For a short distance Ralph cndeavouied to draw his
swarthy companion into conversation, but that personage
v,as remarkably I'eservcd. H e realized very well that ho
had been intrusted with an important mission, and he
A'.'ould not allow his charge to escape him by any strategcm. The prisoner understood the motives and feelings
of his conductor, and he resolved to play upon them, in
case any sounds of conflict were heard behind them.
They had not passed more than half ti mile in this
manner, when a yell and a volley burst •apon their ears.
Both paused, as if by mutual consent. But though they
listened intently, neither of them was able to decide how
the battle was going. A confused firing and shouting
reached their ears, but nothing beyond that. Whether
the cries came from whites or Indians was a mystery.
Presently a single savage appeared, dashing wildly
through the forest. The first glimpse of him convinced
Ralph that the settlers had been victorious, and that the
Indians were fleeing for life. To his surprise, the guard
wl'.o had charge of him stood quiet, awaiting the coming
of the fleeing brave, though the latter made desperate
signals for them to push on.
'•' 'SThy don't you run ! " demanded Ralph. " Your
people are defeatcil. I am going," he added, seeing the
felloiv did uot stir.
" M-i shoot !" exclaimed the sava;;e.
•• Shoot mo ! You daren't du it. You'd belter lo,.e
your head! " returned U-d][h, c'liifideiiily.
c
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The savage looked surprised, then turned reluctantly
from the spot, and started into a careless run. A race
began which it was no easy matter to stop, since he had
no authority to shoot the hunter, and to put hand upon
him was utterly out of the question. The Indian was
hugely perplexed. H e made every demonstration which
ho felt could influence the white to stop, all of which delayed his own progress, and produced no effect upon the
runner.
Having led the Indians a race of two or three miles,
and demonstrated his .ability to distance them upon equal
ground, Ralph finally slackened his pace, and allowed
them to gain his side. H e reasoned that if the Indians
were defeated, of which there Avas no doubt, the settlers
would give o^er the pursuit, upon finding that he was not
witli them. But if the pursuit should be continued, the
•vantage-ground he h.nd already gained would be sufficient
—he could easily evade them.
Selecting a sjiot which commanded a tolerably wide
view through the forest, the Indians paused, and awaited
the re-assembling of tlieir forces. One after iinother, fire
or six came in—among them Elk's Foot, the chief of the
l)arty. Then came one or two more, bleeding from
wounds reeeivcil in the conflict. And that was all,
lOight of twenty-three only remained to tell the sorrowful
tale to their jieoiilo !
With saddened faces their march was resumed, and
continued rapidly till the sun was .sinking low. The
wounded savages, being weakened by loss of blood, were
compelled to fall behind, and were soon lost sight of altogether.
Ralph endeavoured to draw from Elk's Foot some of
the particulars in regard to tlie fight, and although that
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personage was somewhat reserved, he finally succoc<lecl in
gaining the details.
I t seemed that the whites had sent a single man
forward to spy the land in advance of them, and hunt for
the Indian trail wherever it might seem doubtful. The
scout had noticed the willows, and at once suspected an
ambuscade. Making a circuit to the rear of the position,
he saw the scalp-lock of a brave waving above the bushes.
To send a bullet through the betrayed head was his fii'st
act, and one which gave the signal for a genei'al fight.
The Indians poured in a fire upon such of their foes as
were •^dthin sight, but without much effect. They rose
up as it was given, and i-eceived a withering volley from
the whites. As the latter took to trees or threw themselves upon the ground, they presented no certain aim for
the Indians, whose willow thicket was little protection
again.st the powerful rifles of their foes. I n a very few
minutes the savages were so decimated that they
simultaneously abandoned the conflict, and fled for dear
life. The little band which was now pu.shing through the
wilderness showed how fatal the battle had been.
Near sunset the party halted, built a fire, ate such fbod
as they had with them, set a watch, and threw themselves
upon the ground to sleep.
I t seemed to Ralph that he had but just begun to doze
when he was awakened by a rough hand upon his shoulder,
and the voice of Elk's Foot said :—
"Come, pale-face. V/e go on now."
Rousing himself, he saw that the party was already
])repared for a start. The wounded Indians had come up,
ami were replenishing the fire, as they intended to stay
there during the night. The light of day had gone,
and only the p.ale, watching stars i-einained to guide tlie
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savages upon their course. These, however, were quite
sufficient, since they were well acquainted with the
country through which their route lay, and a very little
practice enables the forester, as well a? the warrior, to
steer his course perfectly by the lesser lights of night.
Hour after hour they travelled, through the long night,
till morning began to flush the east. Though they had
not hastened, the progi'ess of the party had been steady
and uninterrupted. Consequently they must have put
many miles between them and Forest Valley during the
twenty-four hours of almost constant travel. Ralph did
not think the total could bo much less than fifty miles,
proliably not much more than that.
With the first dawning of light the party threw themscl ves upon the ground, and were soon sleeping soundly;
for, though hungry as well as tired, tliey had no food, and
appetite could be best subdued by sleep. Ralph did not
immediately submit to the drowsy god, for his brain was
whirling with rxeitenicnt. Hopes and fears alternated.
IFojies that he should yet stand forth to the gaze of his
fellow-men vindicated and honoured—fears that the
terrible crime was too deeply fastened upon him, or that
his life might lie sacrificed before tlie consummation of his
ho]ie.!. ] lis mind was not a little exercised in regard to
the experience which awaited him with the Indians,
Tliat he was not thus strangely treated without some
good reason, was e^-ideiit. But reflect as he would, no
kev to the mystery c.iine to his mind. He imagined
many po.ssible causes, but none of them seemed probable.
IIowewT, he could only wait and wonder, and while thus
engaged he fell aslecji.
H e was awakened l)y some iinconifi)rtablo dream, and
upon looking u)) he saw that the hot sun was shining full
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in his face. H e would have sought a more comfortable
position and resumed his slumbers, of which he felt the
need sorely, but saw that the Indians were already astir,
and making preparations to resume their journey.
Feeling thirsty, Ralph jn'oceeded toAvard the spring,
near wliich the Indians had bivouacked. I t was surrounded by a dense bushy covert, which it Avas necessary
to penetrate in order to reach the water.
The hunter Avas pushing them aside, when he heard
that deadly note of Avarning—a sharp rattle accompanied
by a hiss ! Knowing that he had disturbed the repose of
a deadly serpent, Ralph sought to retreat, but only made
matters Avorse. His foot came in contact with the loathsome creature, and the next moment he felt the sharp
fangs buried in his leg !
With a horrified cry he sprung back ; the savages who
Avere nearest him giving vent to louder and more distressing yelLs. The rattlesnake still clung to the Avound,
Avhipping the earth with his tail, and continuing the
frightful rattles.
The savages seemed petrified Avith fear, all save Elk's
Foot, Avho quickly sprung to the rescue of his charge.
With a single bloAV of his knife he severed the serpent's
head, and both portions of the ci-eature fell to the ground.
H e then uttered quick directions to one or two of his
braves, who darted aAvay into the forest, running keen
glances along the ground as they Avent.
Elk's Foot then set himself at work upon the punctures.
His promptness, coolness, and skill certainly .saA-ed the
young man's life.
Placing Ralph upon his back the
Indian stripped all clothing from over the wound, Avhich
presented only the most simple appearance. With his
keen knife he proceedeil to make incisions quite to tlie
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bone where the serpent's fangs had entered. The blood
scarcely flowed at all, but the Indian applied his lips, and
sucked aw^ay vigorously for several minutes.
" That good," he muttered, betAveen breaths. " Me git
him all right perty soon. Bite no bad if Injun knoAv how
to fix him. Elk's Foot great medicine—keep his brother
pale-face from hurt."
There was something really tender in the redskin's
manner, but all Avas so wrapped up in guile and artifice
that Ralph kne>v not Avhat to make of it. Of one thing
he was very certain—the savage was not thus careful of
him AA-ithout some special object in view.
Presently the Indian ceased his operations, and regarded
the trickling blood in silence for a moment. Then with
a satisfied exclamation he stanched thefloAV,and bathed
the Avoiind in Avater A\-hich some of his attendants brought
from the spring.
By the time this Avas done, those Avho had been despatched into the forest returned with a handful of green
leaves.
These Elk's Foot seized eagerly, and having
chcAvcd them to a poultice, applied them to the AVOund.
An extemporized bandage Avas then Avound about the
injured member, and Ralph placed upon his feet.
Although somcAvhat lamed by the bite and its summary
treatment, the young man found that he still could walk
cpiito comfortably, nor did he feel any effects of the poison
in his .system. Although he had frequently heard that
the Indians cured rattlesnake bites, he had never seen
such evidence of their skill before.
To say that he was
gratified at the result, Avould not express his feelings
properly. H e Avas overjoyed—and the dusky savage rose
several degrees in his estimation.
A journey of two hours more brought them to a con-
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siderablc elcA^ation of ground, and from the top of this
the Indian settlement Avas discovered through the trees.
I t Avas situated upon the banks of a small stream, in a
healthful and pleasant position. There Avas an air of
neatness and refinement about the place which Ralph had
not looked for, and Avhicli Avas certainly unusual in an
Indian settlement.
The first impression Avas not dispelled upon their approach, and although the good taste of the hunter would
have suggested many improvements, he was too tired to
heed anj"^ such trifles noAv. Squaws and pappooses flocked
forth to meet the returning warriors, but the first ardent
joy they experienced Avas checked by the tidings which
reached their ears. Of those Avho had so lately gone
forth only the little handful before them had returned !
Ralph fancied that manj^ a vengeful glance was cast toAvard him as the women retreated, teai'ing their hair and
wailing loudly.
The pai'ty halted in the midst of the village ; food Avas
brought out, and readily disposed of. When Ralph had
eaten his fill. Elk's Foot conducted him to a small cabin,
built Avith something of elegance, and opening the door
signified that the Avhite was to enter.
The latter could not choose but obey, and AAdien he had
crossed the threshold the door Avas closed and fastened behind him. Truly, he was a prisoner !
Discovering a couch of skins in one corner of the apart
ment, the desire for rest overcame all.other feelings, and
he was soon sleeping soundly.
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RALI'H slept several hours, the sun being low in the
v.est Avlien be aAvoke. For a moment he felt really alarmed.
His mouth Avas dry and parched, a dull pain had settled
in his head, and the Avounded limb felt sore and stiff. He
laised himself to a sitting posture, then stepped upon the
floor and moved to a narrow opening Avhich served something of the purpose of a window^ These movements
convinced him he Avas not seriously ill. Probably the
faint AVurking of the poison had passingly deranged his
system, but after the time Avhich had already passed there
was no danger of serious results.

Gloving back to the couch he sat doAvn, and gave himi.'If up to reflection. All was silent within the cabin,
around and without.
Still no solution to the mystery uf
his present position. ScA'eral times he rose, Avalked back
and forth a few times, and then sat doAvn again. The*
idea of passing another night in suspense Avas far from
agreeable.
J list as he Avas getting nervous over the loneliness of
his situation lie heard sonii; one unfastening the door, and
bilk's Foot stood in his presence. He bore a wooden
slali, tolerably A\'C11 laden Avith edibles, Avhich he dep^jiited
iq)on a bhiek of Avood in the cabin.
" Elk's Foot, 1 want to know A\hy I'm here?" Ralph
denuinded, Avithout any ceremony.
The Indian pointed to the food he had brought, and
indicated with a grunt that that was to be considered first.
'• I aui not hungry," Ralph .said. " I can't eat any!liiii;;till I know what the meaning of all this i;! "
'• Ti y uui," returned Elk's Foot. " H u n g r y brave eat
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—do him good. j\Iake him talk Avise words in council
Avlicn him stomach feel good."
Ralph was A-exed at this, but he kncAv the Indian
nature too Avell to entertain any hopes of dissuading the
other. Besides there Avas something of a promise implied
to talk in council Avhen the food should have been disposed of Comforting himself with this idea, the young
man rapidly devoured the edibles, which Avere well prepared and sauced by hunger.
This done, he turned
anxiously to the young Indian. The latter had remained
Avatching him intently.
" N o w me talk," he said, seating himself upon the
ground.
The Indian gazed earnestly upon the wdiite man for
some moments. Then he commenced, and in his peculiar
manner unfolded the designs which had so puzzled the
listener.
Divesting the narrative of that clipped and sententious
style peculiar to the North American Indian, and the oftrepeated boasts Avhich graced it, the narrative was as
folloAVs :—
His tribe was poAverful. Its Avarriors were counted ]iy
hundred.s, and its towns Avere numerous. His father,
Avho Avas old and near the grave, ruled this great tribe,
Avhicli upon his death Avould be equally divided betAveen
tlie two children. Elk's Foot and Sleeping FaAvn. The
latter Avas a maiden of great beauty, highly cultiA^ated,
and versed in all the agreeable Indian arts. To see her
Avas to love her. From far and near distinguished loA-ers
crowded to seek her smiles and love, but she had none to
give them. She had seen a noble white hunter, and her
heart had gone forth to him. For many moons she had
f;lriven to conquer tha.^. InvaniiUJwL bv.m'^d Avithin her, but
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all in vain. She mourned daily, groAving thinner and
more like the evening shadows, until her brother had
been induced to question her in regard to her secret.
A t first she had refused to divulge the cause of her
sorrow, but after Elk's Foot had sworn that any wish she
might express should be granted, Sleeping Fawn had confessed her love for the fair young hunter of the pale-faces.
Since nothing could dissuade her, and the brother's word
had been pledged, he took a handful of warriors, and set
off to seek the young man. His arriA'al had been most
opportune. H e had saved the life of the very man his
sister loved, and bi'ought him to her unharmed.
For some moments after this recital Avas ended Ralph
s i t like one in a vision. The very idea of an Indian
princess falling in love Avith and causing him to be
kidnapped AA^as almost incredible. But he did not doubt
the story at all. Everything which he had witnessed thus
far confirmed the strange story his captor had related.
" But, hoAv does this Sleeping Fawn know that I shall
consent to all this ?" demanded Ralph, Avhen his surprise
had been in a measure overcome. " I t seems to me that
.she and yourself have taken great liberties in the matter.
I am not used to being courted in any such way as that."
" Elk's Foot do Avhat he say," Avas the earnest rejoinder.
" Him bring pale hunter—save him life one—two times.
That be not enough ? H e cannot save him a third time."
" I knoAv you saved my life," i-etuimed Ralph, who felt
embarrassed by the position in which he was thus involuntarily placed. " I feel thankful to you for it, and Avill
ahvays be your friend. But, really, I'm afraid that I
shall have to disappoint your sister. I—"
H e would have .said that his heart AA-as irrevocably
given away, but at thp.t monifint the uncertain fate of
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Nancy AndrcAvs recurred to his memory, and he checked
the utterance.
" White man must be careful," said Elk's Foot, with
native dignity. " Me have saved him one—tAvo times,
but me can't do it any more. Elk's Foot does not rule
the tribe."
I t did not require any comment to satisfy Ralph as to
Avhat Avas meant by the words he had just heard. If he
chose to marry the Indian princess, and become her slaA-e
and the serA'ant of her people, he Avould no doubt be
allowed to do so. But if he chose to dissent, and refuse
all idea of such a union, the stern old chief Wolf Slayer
Avould not allow his daughter's feelings to be outraged
Avith impunity.
Neither feature of the case presented seemed satisfactory to the young hunter. H e had no intention of Avedding an Indian maiden, nor had he any desire to be
hurried out of the Avorld Avhile a crime dishonoured his
name among his felloAV-settlers. To be certain that there
Avas no mistake, he put the question direct to Elk's Foot:
" You mean that if I don't marry your sister, I shall
be killed by your people ?"
" Sleeping Fawn must say," Avas the tmdecided reply.
" She haA^e pale-face noAV—me done all I say."
" You mean that I am her prisoner, and not yours 1"
" Ugh."
" And do you think she Avould kill me if I refused to
wed Avith her ? "
" Better not try um. Sleeping FaAvn is proud—she
could not live in scorn. Pale-face marry her, and be
chief of the great people."
There was silence for some moments, when Elk's Foot
rose to his ^""'^
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" NoAv me go," he said. " You sleep good to-night,
and in the morning me see you ag'in. Sleeping Fawn
see you, too."
" Perhaps she Avill, and perhaps not," mused Ralph, as
the door closed upon him. " I may conclude not to put
up at tliis place much longer."
For the moment he really entertained an idea of
trying to escape during the night, but upon second
thoughts he abandoned it.
His limbs Avere stiff and
swollen, he had no food, or the means of procuring it;
and even if he should succeed in leaving the place, it
Avould be next to impossible for him to make any pro;;ress in his crippled state. If overhauled and brought
back, it might fare Avorse Avith him than if he remained.
Besides, Avhere would he go ? A return to Forest Valley
Avould insure his death, in all probability. To attempt
any longer journey Avould be simple madness.
After reflecting upon the matter fully, he resolved to
await the events of the morroAV. Pos.sibly there might be
something of hope for him, after all.
I )arkiiess had settled over the face of earth some time
pre\'iously, and after peering out into the gloom for
awhile, Ralph threw himself upon the really comfortable
couch, and mused u[)on his strange situation till sleep
visited his eyelids.
During the night he Avakcd frequently, but his exhausted frame required more rest, and he as often
relajised into slumber again. Finally, morning light
began to throw the Avails of his apartment into relief, and
thou be rose from the couch.
l i e Avas jileascd to find that much of the lameness and
pain of the evening previous bad been allayed by the
sound sleep wliicli he had experienced, and after ])aciiig
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up and down the apartment for some minutes he began to
feel a longing for freedom. H e even felt that he could
distance any of his pursuers in a dead race through the
forest.
But it would be more than difficult for him to get outside the hut Avhich contained him, since it could hardly
have been stronger if built for a prison. The only outlet
through Avhich a man could pass was the door, and that
Avas eflectually fastened upon the outside.
While he was engaged in pacing back and forth, reflecting, or endeavouring to reflect, upon the strange
situation in which he Avas placed, the fastenings of the
door Avere removed, and Elk's Foot stepped into the
room, bearing a quantity of food.
Ralph's first impression was to throw himself upon the
Indian as he opened the door, and burst forth; but the
A'ery thought of it was so unreasonable that he refrained,
and Avelcomed the saA'age heir to a half tribe with something like a smile. The Indian noticed this, and a glow
of unmistakable pleasure mantled his features. Placing
the food upon the block, as he had done previously, the
savage pointed toward it, saying :—
" Eat.
Me come back pretty soon with Sleeping
Fawn."
As he thus spoke the uncivilized match-maker retreated,
and the sounds of his footsteps soon died away along the
street.
The fact that he Avas to be \-isited by the damsel whose
affections he had so unwittingly captivated, did not tend
to restore Ralph's equanimity. But, as there Avas no
assistance, he concluded to act the Aviser part, and attacked
the viands with commendable zeal.
His appetite Avas satisfied, and nearly an liour had
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passed Avithout bringing the expected A'isitors. HOAV to
meet them Avas a qviestion Avliich he could not contemplate with satisfaction. Of one thing he felt sure. Time
must be gained, if possible.
A t length footsteps sounded Avithout, and neared the
door. His heart beat somewhat irregularly at the thought
of the trial at hand. But, nerving himself with an effort,
he awaited their coming.
Elk's Foot entered first, and when he was within the
apartment a female figure glided in. For some moments
the parties stood regarding each other in silence. Then
Sleeping Fawn whispered to her brother in the language
of the tribe, Avhich Avas entirely strange to Ralph.
Had the young man never met Avith Nancy Andrews,
or even had he been less firm in his moral convictions, it
is cpiite possible that the Indian maiden's enterprise
might not baA^e been in Aain. Candidly, it appeared to
him that he never had seen a forna more lovely than the
one Avliich noAV stood before him. Her features Avere
regular and faultlessly beautiful, Avhile the sparkle of
intelligence and love gleamed in her deep hazel eyes.
To be the object of such passionate affection from such
a source might AVCU have turned the brain of a man
Avliose years had been spent in the wild freedom of the
forest; more especially Avhcn it was considered that she
Avas a princess in her own right. But Ralph had taken
his stand, and his studied rcserA'c must have been plainly
ajiparent to the lovely Sleeping Fawn. She gazed fixedly
at him for a moment, then her eyes drooped Avith au
expression of sadness quite touching.
" Sleeping Fawn Avould Aved the pale-face," said her
brother, briefly. " She has come for his answer."
This was certainly putting the question bluntly—-a
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trifle more so than Ralph had expected. Foi a moment
he hesitated how to repl}\
" What if I Avill, and Avhat if I don't choose to ?" he
finally asked, hoping to learn more positively of their
intentions.
" If he Avill, me love him, and pale-face rule over my
people," said Sleeping FaAvn, Avho spoke English Avith a
purer intonation than her brother. " H e shall be great
man in the councils of the Indians. Everybody loA'e him,
and braves delight to go on Avar-path Avith him/'
" That is if I will," said Ralph. " NOAV Avhat if I do
not Avish to ?"
The maiden gazed a moment. H e r reason told her
A'ery plainly that he did not Avish anything of the kind,
but love was still strong in her bosom.
" If he Avill not," she said, finally, " m e hate !'
The tone in which she spoke left no room for doubt.
She had loved A'iolently, and no pains had been spared to
gain possession of her love's object. If that love Avas
scorned, it Avould be but natural that she thould hate as
intently, and in that case the young man realised hoAv
precarious his position must be.
" You Avill give me time—till to-night, at least, to
think of this ?" he said.
Not that he Avould be any better adapted to meet the
result twelve hours hence than at the present time. But
his main idea Avas to gain time, and if that could be
accomplished, other events might work Avith advantage
to him.
" You had time to think," said Elk's Foot.
" But I am not decided," Avas the reply. " 1 must
have more time—must see your place and people."
" Pale-face can fliinlr ve^^-ir -..-oil i.^v.^ i" ....^j; ^ijg decided
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ansAver, and almost contrary to his expectations the
brother and sister retired, leaving him alone to ponder
OA'er the unenviable situation.

CHAPTER

VI

LOVE AND HATE.
FOR some time Ralph Rilliy- sat upon the couch of
skins and pondered. Perhaps he had only made matters
Avorse by his delay. W h y did he not ask for longer
grace, to consider the matter and plan for escajie?
Possibly he might, even now, gain time till the folloAving
morning, and during the night some possibility might
l)rcsent for getting free. H e had ho]ied that more
freedom AA'OUICI be granted him during the day, but the
jiarting Avords of Elk's Foot had satisfied him that such
Avould not be the case.
I t Avas ilcar noon, perhaps a little p:\-sfc, Avhen that redoubtable Avarrior reappeared, bearing more food, and
disposed for further " t a l k " Avith Ralph. Hoping to
learn more of the savage's intentions toAvard him, the
young man readily seated himself, and a parley of considerable length ensued. Its results Avere far from
ratisfaetory
The Indian could harp uiioii but one theme—gratitude
for the faA'our he had rendered the Avliite man. Surely
this should be sufficient i^eason for the latter marrying
^ 's sister. I n A'ain Ralph urged that he had not been
graii^d time to study the character and disposition of
the lady he Avas expected to Aved. All his arguments
Avere turned aside by the shroAvd Indian, however often
repeated.
The conference hr-ikc up at length, and Elk's Foot took
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his departure, neither feeling more (-.atisfied for the talk.
Ralph began really to feel alarmed. Not even when in
the hands of the mob had he felt himself in that danger
Avhicli Avas about him now. I t Avas sufficient that he was
in the hands of the untutored, capricious savages, and tliat
the choice had been presented him betAveen living or a
speedy death. I t was hard for him to die, thus, in his
early manhood—especially hard to leave behind a name
to Avhich the foulest of human crimes clung ! But it
seemed preferable to dishonour. Nay, he reflected until
it really seemed that 'tAvere easy to die Avith a pure
conscience.
Through the long afternoon such thoughts as these
filled his mind, and Avhen the lengthened shades of evening came they found him firm. If he cojiild not obtain
further time, he Avould boldly declare against the desired
marriage, and brave the issues !
Even sooner than he expected, the party came. Elk's
Foot led the Avay, as before, foUoAved by Sleeping Fawn.
The rear was brought tip by a tall saA^ige, of dignified
mien, though far advanced in life, Avrinkled and scarred.
This Ralph at once concluded to be Wolf-Slayer, the
mighty chief of the poAverful tribe. The trio advanced to
tlie midst of the cabin, Elk's Foot closing and fastening
the door behind them.
" The pale-face is a great Avarrior, and is wise !" began
Sleeping Fawn. " His heart has learned wisdom. He
will rule over the half of the great tribe of Avhich the
Wolf-Slayer is king !"
She indicated the tall siivage beside her, Avho grunted
as his name Avas mentioned.
" The Sleeping FaAvn has said Avcll," the old chief resp 'uded. " B u t she is weak. She does not IOA'C her own
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people, but begs a pale-face to rule her tribe. I t is well.
The pale-face cannot refuse, for her heart is set upon
him."
There Avas a grunt from each of the three, and from
their manner Ralph inferred that they aAvaited his reply.
H e still had some hopes of gaining time, and it was with
this purpose he commenced :—
" I have not seen the people belonging to the WolfSlayer's tribe. I do not knoAV much of the Sleeping
FaAvn. I have not learned to love her. I t requires time
for a AA'hite man to learn such things, and he must see the
maiden of his choice often, and in her daily Avorks."
The savages listened patiently, for they would not
interrupt him, but Avhen he had ceased speaking the chief
replied :—
" Who loves the Wolf-Slayer's daughter ? Is it not
enough that she loves the pale-face and has saved his life?
Let him marry her soon, and learn love in the long
Slimmer moons !"
" But, that is not the custom of my people," returned
Ralph ; " I could not do so. I must learn to love first—
then I may marry."
" The pale-face is to be pale-face no more," retorted the
head chief, speaking almost perfect English, and using
very decided movements.
" H e must be Injun—or
nothing."
" But I cannot change in a moment," persisted Ralph.
" I must have time. You cannot deny me that, surely?"
The chief uttered a grunt of impatience.
" The pale-face talk well," he said—" make great man
among the Injuns. Wolf-Slayer want him for son. Can
have him ? Sleeping FaAvn is impatient—she would
know."
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'• When Avill the marriage take pliice ?"
•• XoAV. Another sun must see him the hu.sband of
Sieciiing Fawn !'
"No, not so soon as that," said Ralph, decidedly.
" Must be."
" It shall not be—I will not be married thus hastily !'
die fearless hunter declared.
"To-night or ne^•er the pale-face must Aved Sleeping
Fawn !'' declared the chief
" Then it shall be never !'' Avas the unequivocal answer.
Tlie trio of saA'ages seemed somewhat startled at this
bold dechu-aiiou, and the disappointed maiden uttered a
low cry, as of despair. Rage and mortification appeared
to blend in the visages of the men. For some moments
lint a jicrson in the cabin moved—the three Indians gaziiig upon the daring Avhite Avho had scorned their greatest
bot'ii, and he as steadily returning their gaze.
S 1 i.lenly the Indian maiden dreAV a sharp knife from
its place of concealment, .and with a cry of rage threw
l.ei-bclf upon Ralph, endeaA-ouring to plunge the Aveapon
into Ills body.
Although the act wa.s unlooked foi', the young man Avas
not taken entirely at a tbsadvantage. He had more than
liali expected sucli an onset from the father or brother,
and Avas only surprised that the daughter should seek her
own revenge
Giusi)ing the hmul Avliich held the v^'eapon, he gave way
as she came on, and very soon had the knife in his own
hai.d. The maiden turned av.ay with a sob, realising
th.it she wa". in no danger from the man Avhose life she
had sought.
For a moment it seemed that tl;e control of the place
Ava.s to ch^.nge havi 1>. Ralph had the knife, and Avith it
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in hand he ru.shcd towards the door. But Elk's Foot
uttered a loud cry, and remained stationai-y, as did his
father and sister.
Ralph succeeded in opening the door, but here he was
confronted by a couple of Indians, armed with guns.
They quickly covered his person Avith their pieces, and
ordinary prudence induced him to retreat. Seeing that
any offensive act must certainly cost his life, he hurled
the knife through one of the openings, and with folded
arms awaited the action of his savage guards. That thcv
Avcre his foes now could not be doubted. But it was
pos.sible that they might temporise for a Avhile, and there
his only hope rested.
Elk's Foot .stepped to the door, and called one of the
Indians inside, giA'ing him orders to watch Ralph closely,
and shoot him at the first movement. Hearin» the
substance of this charge, the young man seated himself
upon the couch of skins, Avliile the .sentinel cocked and
pointed his gun, in readiness to obey the order most
literally.
The three great poAvers of the tribe tiien gathered in
one corner, and discu.ssed the matter, apparently at great
leiiglh. The result of their deliberations was not known,
but they soon j)i-epared to leave the place, the son
repeating ct'itain instructions to the savage guard, which
caused his evil eyes to dance Avith lively anticipation.
ill! relaxed a trifle in fierceness, hoAvever, and Avhcn the
door was shut and fastened upon the outside, seemed ti
fancy that the prisoner Avas secure, without any especial
watchfulness upon his [lart.
Sunset came, faded away into twilight, and that in
turn into darkness. Still they reniained undisturbed in
vhc cabin. No supper li.-id been brought to Pahih, but
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he Avas not csiiecially in need of it, and finally settled
back upon the couch, not to sleep, but to think and plot.
H e Avas far from relishing the idea of a night passed in
this place, since there could hardly remain the shadow of
a hope for him, should daylight come and find him within
those Avails. But how to leave ? No doubt, that could be
managed if he Avere freed from the presence of any lookeron ; but there Avas the guard, a bloodthirsty Indian, Avho
had been designated expressly to v/atch him, and foil any
attempt to escape. Beyond this, the door was fastened
upon the outside, and very likely the place might bo
guarded Avithout, in addition to the sentinel within.
Surely the prospect Avas dark enough, and any man less
determined than Ralph Rilley Avould have succumbed to
the force of circumstances brought against him. H e ,
hoAvever, felt that life Avas Avorth a desperate effort, and
Avhile the Indian supposed him to be asleep or thinking
over bis fate of the morrow, ho Avas really meditating in
Avhat manner he should bx-eak the chain of influences
binding him beneath that fatal roof.
Silently the hours passed, and midnight Avas near at
hand. The sentry had draAvn the block of wood beside
the couch Avhereon his charge slept, as he supposed,
and sat upon it, half dozing. The prisoner was fully
aware of this, for although the darkness Avas nearly
impenetrable, he exerted every sense to the utmost.
Gradually, inch by inch, fraction by fraction, the reclining
form was draAving nearer, noting every movement of the
sentinel, and waiting for an opportunity to spring upon
him for a death-struggle. If the young man's life wa.s to
end soon, it might as AVCII bo in a struggle Avitli the Indian
before him as in any more hideous maunei'.
One of the most difficult tricks iinaginalde is that of
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maintaining strict Avatch through the long hours of night,
Avith nothing, not even the poAver of moA'ement, to keep
the senses active. To sit and Avatch a motionless figure,
hour in and hour out, Avith no motion or sound to stir the
mind of the AA'atcher, is one of the severest forms of this
severe task. Thus it was that, though the Indian
struggled strongly Avith the drowsiness Avhich visited his
lids, they Avould close, almost in spite of him.
Momentarily the feeling gained ground, and just at the
time Avhen Ralph cccvsed his motions, and began to watch
for indications of temporary forgetfulness upon the part
of his guard, the hitter's grasp upon his gun relaxed, and
the barrel .slipped from his fingers. Quickly he grasped
for it, but another hand had been cpiicker, and already
the Aveaj^on v,-as in the possession of Ralph.
As one sprung to his feet, the other did the same.
Ralph sAvung the gun through the air and endeaA'oured
to strike the Indian, but the latter rushed forward and
grappled the white around the body, feeling confusedly
for his knife. The musket fell upon the floor, the stock
being broken from the barrel by the concussion. Then
commenced a desperate struggle for the savage's knife,
the only AVeapon in the cabin.
Their struggle v/as necessarily confined to narrow
limits. Directly behind Ralph Avas the couch, behind the
1 iidiau the block upon Avliich he had been sitting. The
question seemed to be Avhich could push the other backAvai'd, and thus gain the fall. Brace and push was at
(;nco the order of the struggle, and in the tussle Avhich
followed, neither had a hand to lend for the knife.
I n such a conflict few men could stand against Ralph
Rilley, and, though fighting for life, the Indian was not
one of those fcAV. Gradually his bracing position vras lost.
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his limbs touched the block, and the struggle was ended.
H e had not even time to utter the cry which trembled
upon his lips ere Ralph had caught him by the throat,
and both came to the ground, the white uppermost.
That iron grip Avas not relaxed till all struggles and
tremors on the Indian's part ceased, and then but slowly,
as Ralph feared deception. H e need have entertained no
doubts.
No human being could have lived without
bi'eathing for that length of time. Satisfied that all Avas
over, the victor unbuckled his adversary's belt, and
strapped it about himself, i-etaining his knife. Then he
felt for the musket, but it Avas broken beyond all repair.
What should he do next ?
This Avas a serious cpiestion. H e already had taken
human life as an incipient step, and having gone thus far
it Avas impossible to recede. H e kncAv the door to be
fastened, consequently he must seek other means of
escape. But one plan seemed to give any promise—that
was, to dig out, beneath the foundations of the cabin.
The structure had no floor but the smoothly-trodden
ground, and rested upon four beams of timber placed prone
upon the earth.
Though the operation of tunneling out would require
some time, it seemed the only mode practicable, and
Ralph set about it Avithout any unnecessary delay. By
dint of continued exertion, he soon created an opening
sufficiently lai'ge to admit of his passage to the outer
Avorld; though in so doing he completely ruined the
knife, the only Aveapon, as well as the only tool, he could
procure.
This done, he satisfied himself that the Avay Avas clear
without, before venturing from the cabin.
No one
seemed stirring—a universal quiet reigned over the
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village. A light, drizzling rain Avas setting in, which was
certainly in his favour, as he had no firearms to suffer
from the dampness, and even Indians Avould be less likely
to prowl about upon such a night. There Avas the disadvantage, however, that he had not even the pale stars
as guides, and was liable to wander from a direct course,
or CA-en to lose the proper direction altogether.
Yet his heart Avas by no means faint, and after passing
through a portion of the village, he struck off into the
trackless forest. Morning could not be far distant, and
until that time he Avonld trust to chance and his natural
skill as a hunter. Filled Avitli hope, and buoyed up hy
the natural A'igour of his spirits, Ralph pushed on, regardless of the many obstacles in his Avay.

CHAPTER VIL
A MAN HUNT.
T H E terribh^ excitement in Forest Valley had given
jilaoo to mourning. Nearly one-fourth of the able-bodied
men had passed from earth during that night of terror.
I n the years that had transpired since the founding of the
r.ettlement only one death, that of a child, had taken
place. I t Avill be easy to imagine the dismay caused hy
such a Avholcsale filling up of the little graveyard.
The fallen ones had been consigned to their last rest,
and the mourners had returned to their homes. A
terrible pall brooded over the pleasant village. Young
and old moved about with subdued tread, and only spoke
in the saddest of A'oices concerning the great tragedy
Avhicli had been enacted in their midst. The prosperous
life of Forest Valley had been suddenly changed in its
tone, and oA'cn some of the more f.oind lif<Tan to think
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seriously of abandoning the Avork of years, and returning
il_agaiii to the more populous regions.
I t Avas night—a Aveek later than that fearful night on
vhich the}' had aAvakened to such a multiplicity of
lorrors. The familj"- of Stephen Rilley—Raljih's brother,
.vith Avhom he had resided—Avas sleeping soundly.
Suddenly, in the dead of night, Rilley and his Avife
leard a gentle lapping uj^on the window of their apartnent.
" Who's there ? " was the abrupt demand.
" Ask no questions, but let me in," said a voice Avhich
hey at once recognized.
" Ralph has come—he is alive ! " said both, in glad
;ones.
Stephen sprung to the dooi', and opened without any
ereniony. Ralph entered, and barely grasped the hand
extended to him before sinking into a chair.
•' I am very tired, Stephen," he said. " I have scarcely
;aten anything for three days. Cannot you give me a
old bite ?—anything to stay the pangs of hunger for a
ime ?"
" Certainly, my brother," returned Stephen, warmly.
' Even if I believed you guilty of the crime Avhicli stands
barged to you, I should not refuse to give you food and
helter."
" A.s God is my Avitness, I am not guilty !" said Raljih.
" I know it—I believe it," Avas the earnest response.
' Come this way, and Ave Avill soon provide for your needs."
He led the way into an adjoining room, Avhicli Avas
ised as a kitchen, and placed before the needy one an
.bundance of food. The latter addrcs.sed himself to the
dauds for some time, to the e.vclusion of all conversation,
mt finally he gazed up at his brother, and asked :—
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" Has anything been learned yet regarding the murder,
or the Avhereabouts of Nancy AndrcAvs ? "
Stephen shook his head.
" Nothing has transpired to throAV the least light upon
the affair. Of course, the coming of the Indians was all
attributed to you, and many impossible stories have been
told and gained ground, till most of the people really
believe anything, no matter IIOAV absurd."
" And they all think me guilty?"
" Very nearly. Those AVIIO Avere opposed to your being
hung at once only wished to Avait for daylight and additional proofs—scarcely a man beyond this house but
believes you murdered Jehonikam Andrews. Some of
the Avomen profess to think you innocent, or rather that
yoir only did it in self-defence, but they do not speak of it
very freely. You ahvays Avere a favourite among the
ladies, Ralph! "
" But Avhat connexion do they suppose I could have
had Avith the savages ?"
" The story most generally believed, Avith -nany modifications and variations, is that you induced Nancy away
from her house, or foi'cilily abducted her, and placed her
in cha.rge of the Indians, AVIIO Avere to take care of her,
and to rescue you if there Avas any danger. They professed to think that you had gone to the Indian country
Avith your bride, Avhether married or not, and that we
ne\er should see you again."
" Not so far from right as might have been !" laughed
the outcast.
" May I ask Avhere you have been 1" said Stephen,
who Avas soincAvhat 2:)erplexed by his brother's manner.
" I trust you arc uot afraid to confide in me."
Just then Stephen's Avife, v/ho had risen and di-essed
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hastily, entered the apartment. She adA'anced to Ral]jh
and greeted him Avarmly, shoAving beyond any doubt that
she did not think him guilt}', Avhatever others might do.
" Where liaA'e you been, Ralph, during all this drea/1ful Aveek Avhich has passed ?" she asked.
" J u s t what he Avas about to tell," returned her husband. " Sit doAvn, Kate, and we Avill listen, for I knoAV
my brother too Avell to think for a moment that he Avould
tell anything but the truth."
" Thank you for the good opinion," remarked Ralph.
" I have no reason to tell you anything else. I am innocent of any crime."
H e then gaA^e them a concise but clear account of all
that had happened, from the time he had lost or rather
regained consciousness after the attempt at hanging, till
he regained his freedom, and started upon the return
toAvard home.
" I knoAv no other course to take," he said, in conclusion. " I felt that possibly Nancy had been discovered,
dead or alive. I n any case it seemed to me that some
revelations must have taken place during the time I had
been absent. But if I found that the crime still attached
to me, I could get my rifle and pistols, and then take to
the Avoods again. I could lie in wait there till something
should happen to prove my innocence—for it will be
proved, sooner or later, though I may not live to see the
day.
" When morning came I found that I had Avandered to
some place tinknoAvn to me. I n Avhich direction I had
been travelling Avas a mystery. I neither kncAV Avliich
'Avay the Indian village hay, nor how far I might bo from
it. Still I could shape my course by the sun, and the
idea of freedom gave mc strength to traAcl Avith iny
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usual speed. I walked till exhausted, and sat down to
rest—I was hungry, but could find no food, nor had I any
means of killing the Avild game Avhich I saw occasionally.
But I did not mind this. My good luck would scarcely
let me starve to death, and the pangs of hunger Avere
much more tolerable than roasting at an Indian fire.
" Presently I began to fear pursuit. Why, I scarcely
knew. There Vv^as a tolerable eminence before me, and
gaining the top of it, I found that I had command of the
country as far as the eye could reach through the forest,
I had not lain in this position more than five minutes,
Avlien I saw the form of an Indian through the woods.
Others appeared behind him, and I knew they were in
pursuit of me.
" As I had no means of fighting them, my only safety
lay in flight. I calculated that they were eighty rods
distant, and this distance gaA'e me a tolerable start. In
ordinary times I Avould not Inux' asked for this advantage,
but I had found that my bitten leg Avas not entirely
sound, and I kneAv not Iiov/ seriously it might trouble me
in a long race.
" For tAvo miles I ran vigorously, and up to this time
the Indians had not caught sight of me, though they had
my fresh tracks to guide them. A t this time I came to a
long, level stretch of land, upon Avhich the trees, though
of great size, grcAV A'Ci'y sjiarsel}'. I did not notice this
fact till I had entered upon it, perhaps could not have
avoided it if seen.
" I had almost gained a roll of ground at the opposite
side, and Avas straining every nerAX to compass that object, when the Indians caught a glimpse of me. With
fierce shouts and yells they came on, and although I had
gained someAvh.at upon them thus far, I sav.^ that they must
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eventually run me down. Unless I could hit upon some
method for throwing them off the track, I felt that all Avas
up with me.
" I did not alnite my speed, as that would have been
certainly fatal. IMy good luck Avas uppermost. A t the
distance of eighty or a hundred rods I saAV a water-course.
If I could reach that, I felt there Avas hope for me.
Possibly I could enter the Avater, and thus divert them
from my track.
" Exerting every muscle to the utmost, I soon gained
the banks of the stream, and plunged in. Looking back I
saw that none of the savages Avere yet in sight. Turning up the brook I Avalked rapidly, and soon gained a
point where the banks were high and overgrown with
dense masses of juniper bushes. Under these I found
abundant shelter, the banks in many places being holloAved out by the action of the water, to a considerable
depth. Gaining one of the Avater-built caverns, I waited
to notice the action of the savages.
" On reaching the water they suspected that I had not
crossed in that place. Probably they saw my tracks
going down, but none coming up on the other side.
There Avas scarcely a dozen of them, but it Avas far from
a pleasant sensation on my part to see them coming
directly up the stream. I had supposed they Avould go
downAvard, but their noses or some other sense must have
directed them toward me. On they came, a portion
upon either bank of the stream. I Avas somewhat relieved
at finding that they only looked for my tracks, though
I could not suppose they Avould pass the bushes Avithout
giving them a thorough overhauling. But they seemed
to have no idea that I had stopped in the vicinity
Thev merely examined the borders of the creek upon a
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i"un, glancing all around to see if I was in sight througl
the trees.
" After going up some distance above my hiding-plac(
they returned, galloping and shouting, and soon disap
peared down the creek. I t was a question Avith mc
A> hether to remain where I Avas, or continue my way. 1
might be discovered in any case, but I felt the safer way
Avaa to make the best time I could toward home. I
climbed out cautiously, and heai-ing their shouts a long
Avay off, I bent my course over the hills at a rate which
soon removed the extra Avater from my clothir»g.
" I gaA'e them the slip, and succeeded in escaping their
obsei-A'ation. They folloAved me during the day, frequently getting ahead of me, but I always managed to
elude them. Once, indeed, a single savage espied me,
and called to his folIoAvers, but I turned sharp upon my
cnir.se, and left them bcAvildered and discomfited. There
the chase must have ended, for I saAv them no more.
" I haA'c been lying about in the Avoods for several
hour;;, not caring to come in till the inhabitants should
all be aslecj). I must not stay longer. Let me get my
Aveaiions, and then I can li^-c in the forest, harming
nobody and afraid of nobody. Sooner or later this
mystery A\ill be cleared up, and then I can come back
and be your brother again, openly."
" You will at least lay doAvn and sleep a fcAv hours,"
urged Kate, Avho felt all a sister's interest in the noble
young man. " We Avill Avake you before light, so that
there can be no danger."
" No, no, K a t e ; I must not stay. I can sleep perfectly Avell in the forest, and Avhen I liaA'C means of procuring food and defending myself from Indians, I can
live A'ery AVCU till such time as I am proA'od innocent."
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Stephen had passed from the ajiartment, but soon came
back, bringing the rifle and pistols, Avith a quantity of
ammunition.
" Your poAvder-horn Avas nearly empty," he said, holding up the one he had brought; " so I took mine, Avhich
Avas almost full. There's near a hundred bullets in your
pouch, and Avhen either gets reduced come to me, I shall
always have a supply.
Ralph thanked his brother, and took the ammunition,
Avhicli he quickly disposed of Then he slipped the
pistols into his belt, and .slung the rifle over his shoulder.
" Now I feel like a man again !" he exclaimed. " Lend
me one of your knives, Stephen, for I have nothing to
cut my food with, as I spoiled this thing digging out of
the Indian cabin."
H e threw doAvn the battered Indian blade as he spoke,
and Stejihen sprung to bring the required article. I n a
moment he re-entered the apartment, saying, hurriedly:—
" The house is being surrounded, R a l p h ; I fear all is
discovered ! You must hide quickly, or they Avill find

you."
" NeA'er fear for me. Do you be abed and fast asleep.
I Avill take care of myself! Go—you knoAv nothing as
to Avhere I am—I haAc been here, but am gone."
There Avas something in his manner so impressive to
the hearers that they could not refuse compliance, and
immediately stole from the room. No sooner wei"o they
gone than Ralph slipped into the chimne}^, and Avas soon
hidden from ordinary obserA'ation.
H e had scarcely A'acated the apartment Avhen a loud
knock resounded upon the door. Stephen now gathered
more fully his brother's meaning, and in a drowsy tone
asked Avho Avas there.
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" Never mind," was the savage response. " Open the
door; AVC Avant that murderer that's in here !"
" There is no murderer here," said Stephen Rilley.
" Never mmd. Open the door, or down it comes, this
very minit 1"
As Stephen Avas already dressed he fumbled about foi
a moment, and then opened the door, looking exceedingly
.sleepy.
" I don't see Avhat you mean disturbing a man at this
time o' night," he said, rather petulantly.
But no heed Avas paid to his Avords, and the excited
rabble rushed into the rooms, overthroAving chairs and
table, and grasping imaginary foes in every corner.
Lights Avere soon produced, and then William Rufus,
A\lio had ever been foremost in the endeavours to sacralice Ralph, pre.sentcd a pistol at Rilley's head.
'• Wo want to knoAV Avhar' that murderer is !'' he said,
ill tones intended to be A'ery impressive.
" That is .something I cannot tell you," replied the
tlu'catened man. " I do not know."
" D'ye mean to say that Ralph Rilley hain't been here
to-night r
" Ho has been here, but is gone," said Stephen, recollecting the jiarting charge of his brother.
" "Wdien did he go?—Avhich Avay ?—and Avhere?"
" I do not know."
" Ueincmber this pistol "—and the muz.de was broughi
still closer to his head.
'• 1 see it," returned Stephen, " but I tell you only the
truth. I do not knoAV Avliere he is. Yuu are at libeity
to examine the house and look fi.n- him Avherc }ouchoe;e.
•' Don't waste time," shouted another. " He is in this
house, I tell you ; let's find him."

THE FRUITLESS SEARCH.

" So we Avill, boy.s," said Rufus.
time, and make sure of it."
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" Take one room at a

VIIL

THE SEARCH.

T H E plan -was quickly carried out. One room after
another was closely examined, and every cranny underwent the strictest scrutiny. The cellar, chamber, and
chimney were respectively peered into, and no box or
barr'el left unturned. Yet, when the party i-eassembled
in the room whence the search had started, they were
forced to confess that it had been utterly fruitless.
Stephen Rilley had anxiously awaited the result, hoping
that his brother might escape. Rufus now approached
him, and the pistol was again brought into requisition.
" Where is that fellow ?" he demanded, brandishing the
Aveapon. " You know where he is, noAV, don't deny i t ;
'tmay be the wuss for ye, in the end."
" I told you he was gone," replied Stephen, calmly.
" You found my Avords true."
" But I tell you we know he hain't left this house.
He's here somewhere, and we want him."
" You've my permission to search the house. I know
no more than you what has become of him. H e has left
—that is all I know."
" H e hain't gone, I tell you—the house has been
watched ever since we found out he was here. Have you
looked in the chimney ?"
The last remark was addressed to one of his followers,
who was especially active in the search. The person
questioned ran to the chimney, peered up, and even
a.scended a fcAV steps.
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" Confound it all. Bill," he muttered, sliding to the
floor, and brushing off the soot, " I can't tell. Seems as
if I could see suthin' up thar', but I hain't sure."
A general peering up chimney followed, some going so
far as to declare that they could see him plainly, while
others seemed far from certain in regard to the matter.
" See here !" exclaimed Rufus, stepping to the bed
which had been vacated by Stephen and his Avife, " one of
you jest throAV that straw into the fireplace, while I tell
them outside to keep their rifles on top of the chimney;
we'll soon bring him down if he is up thar'!"
The men were delighted at the prospect of such rare
sport, and filled the ample fireplace with straw, when
Rufus stepped to the door, and in loud tones bade those
Avithout watch the chimney, and shoot at anyone attempting to leave it. This done, he returned to the room where
his followers were assembled, and fire was applied to the
combustible mass.
Ste])hen watched the fierce flames as they shot up with
a terrible fear at his heart. H e did not think it possible
that Ralph could haA^e left the house, and the only place
Avhere he could be secreted was there. Every moment he
looked to see a smothered form fall to the floor, or to hear
the report of rifles without. But the minutes passed, the
straAv burned out, and all continued silent. The vigilance
of the search was all unrewarded, and with a crest-fallen
air Rufus turned to his deluded followers.
"' H e can't be here, we must look som'ers else for him,"
he said. " But he's som'ers near, and we'll nab him
before he can git off."
The searching party bustled out of the house, and were
soon scouring about in the vicinity, thinking it possible
he might have slipped from the dwelling unobserved.
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But they found nothing, and, after venting their disappointment in oaths, proceeded into the forest, rather with
a hope than any expectations of finding him.
When they had gained a safe distance from the house,
Ralph suddenly emerged in the apartment where Stephen
and Kate were standing, wondering what had become of
the person in question.
" Where in this world, Ralph, did you hide ?" the
brother demanded. " I looked to see you hunted down
every moment. Did you go up the chimney ?"
" Yes, there was where I went at first. But before I
tell you more, get me the knife we spoke of, so that I can
be ready to leave at any time."
Though very anxious to hear how his shrewd and daring
brother had escaped, Stephen hastened for the weapon,
and soon returned with it in his hand.
" There is a man beneath one of the windows of this
room," he said, placing the weapon in Ralph's hand. " I
think he is left as a spy. I saw him crawling along and
endeavouring to peer i n ; possibly he heard the sound of
your voice."
" That is unlitcky," mused Ralph. " If I attempt to
leave he will be certain to follow, and bring down the
whole crew upon me. I think I can fix him. Let me
reflect a moment. I must not hurt him—I have no wish
t o ; and yet I cannot consent tamely to be hung. I ha\'e
it, now !"
H e went to the cupboard, and taking up a tin box,
poured a quantity of its contents into his hand. Then
he moved toward another part of the room.
" Come this way," he said, " and I will tell you how I
have escaped so far, though I must be in a hurry. When
I went up the chinmev I stonnpd on tow -^f the partition,
D 2
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and concluded I could slip from side to side and dodg
them so. I did that while they were searching the rooms
but when they began to talk of burning me out witl
straw, I concluded that it would not be safe with all mj
powder aboard. I knew by their conversation that all o
them were in this room, and they seemed to have for
gotten that there was any other outlet to the chimney
So I slid down into the other room, and in the closet
found a secure hiding-place till they had gone. But I
must not stay a moment longer than necessary. Look
out, if you want to see fun !"
" I only wonder what you intend doing with my red
pepper!" said Kate.
" I t will be no wonder long," he remarked, descending
the cellar steps.
Having reached the cellar, Ralph proceeded to one of
the windoAvs, which he carefully opened, and gazed forth.
The silent form crouching a few feet distant heard no
sound till the doomed hunter spoke in a changed voice.
" D ' y e hear any thin' ?" he almost whispered.
" What d'ye say ?" demanded the watcher.
<' D'ye hear anythin' ?"
" Is that you, Jones ?"
" I t ain't anybody else."
" No, I don't know's I did," was the hesitating reply,
as the face drew near the cellar windoAv. " I did think I
heern somebody in thar', but a feller can't look in, an' I
guess 'twan't nobody but Steve—"
A t that moment his observations came to an end, as
the handful of pepper was dashed into his face, filling his
eyes, nostrils, and mouth with the fine, pungent dust!
The effect was electrical. The unsuspecting victim rolled
upon the ground, coughing, gasping, sneezing, endeavour-
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ing to shout, but utterly unable to command the requisite
amount of breath.
Ralph merely made sure that his work was effectually
done, and then hastened above. H e found Stephen and
Kate almost convulsed at the ludicrous postures of the
suffering spy whom they had watched.
" I haven't hurt him," the young man said, hurriedly.
" Now I must say good-bye, for it is uncertain when Ave
may meet again."
A few hasty words of parting were spoken, and then
the young man opened the door. Looking carefully forth,
to make sure that none of his foes were at hand, he
passed into the open air, and soon the darkness hid him
from the eyes of his friends.
Not till he reached the darkest shades of the forest did
the fugitive pause, and then but for a moment. How to
proceed, in what direction to go, and where to pause,
were points upon which he could not decide. More fully
than ever he realised how utterly outcast he was—how
doubly doomed ! The savages sought his life, but sought
it no more persistently than did the Avhites—those Avith
whom he had lived for many years, and daring all those
years had borne a spotless character. But he reflected
that appearances were against him—that it Avas but
natiu-al for his fellows to fix the dreadful crime of murder
upon him.
That he could prove his innocence at some time he did
not doubt; yet, meanwhile, he must keep himself concealed, not only from the whites but also from the
aborigines. If he was fortunate enough to do this, all
would be Avell.
These thoughts passed through the young man's mind
in a moment, and he decided to shane 111.=! course to the
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westward. There he knew game to be plenty, and in
those lonely, almost unexplored wilds, he would be comparatively secluded from the world of mankind, red and
white.
To think was to act, for he had no time to lose. In
what direction his pursuers had gone he hardly knew,
but trusted to his good fortune and ready instinct to
avoid them, if any chance should throw him in conjunction with them.
Ralph walked very rapidly, for it was verging toward
morning, and he wished to put a respectable stretch of
Avilderness between himself and those who sought his
life before light should visit the earth.
He knew
the region perfectly, and scarcely gave heed to his footsteps, so bu.sy were his thoughts Avith the strange scenes
through which he had passed.
But he Avas soon brought to consciousness by the appearance of a figure just in advance of him, and the abrupt
question:—•
" Nothin' of the murderer, I reckin ?"
" No, I don't find anything. Where's the rest of 'emf
" W h o be you ?" demanded the other, bending forward,
and endeavouring to peer into the young man's face,
" Well, never mind—the rest are right out this way;
come on, I'll take ye to 'em."
" No matter about it," returned Ralph, carelessly.
"I'll take a scout off this way, and maybe we'll find
something."
" Guess not i" ventured his interloculor, endeavouring
to bring his rifle to bear. " You're the very man we want
—come along !"
H e uttered a loud, quick signal Avith the same breath,
and the fugitive realised that he Avas getting into a de-
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cidedly dangei-ous position. W i t h the bound of a cat,
Ralph sprung upon the other, and bore him to the ground.
Then grasping the man's weapon he hurled it away in a
direction opposite to the one he intended taking himself.
Meanwhile, the person upon the ground manifested no
disposition to remain there. No sooner had Ralph relaxed his hold than he sprung to his feet, only to be
knocked doAvn by a powerful blow from the other's fist.
"While he was regaining his scattered senses, Ralph was
flying rapidly through the woods. H e could hear the
sounds of gathering forces, and knew that every moment
Avas inestimably precious. There was some confusion
when the settlers reached their comrade. All Avas conjecture as to which way the fugitive had gone.
This matter was decided by that personage himself,
who unwittingly plunged into a mass of dry weeds, which
cracked and snapped beneath his tread. Before he was
really aware of the danger, his own movements had betrayed him. W i t h a shout and a rush the eager manhunters started in pursuit, some of them stopping to
discharge their weapons first. But the balls flew wide,
since the darkness gave them no opportimity to aim, and
the pursued man sped forward with vigorous bounds.
I n a moment the race and pursuit became exciting.
The fugitive had no advantage, save that of knowing the
forest more thoroughly than any other person in the
settlement. But to offset this, the pursuers were fresh
and in great numbers ; so that by scattering to the right
and left, they prevented Ralph from turning in either
direction without great danger of immediate capture.
Occasional shots were fired by those who heard the
young man's steps, and fancied that a chance bullet might
save them a long run in the dark. But none of them took
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effect. They Avere fired too hastily, and without any cettainty of aim.
Suddenly the sound of footsteps in advance ceased, and
a glad shout went up from the pursuers. They had no
doubt but that he had fallen, and with renewed cries they
hastened to the spot, expecting to find his bleeding form
upon the ground.
Yevy naturally there arose diverse opinions as to the
precise place where the sounds had ceased, more especially
as they found nothing to reward their seai'ch in the
vicinity. From side to side they sped, peering through the
gloom at every object Avhich appeared in dark relief upon
the surface of the earth, and in useless search spent considerable time, disputing and blustering as all bodies of
e.xcited men will do.
Very naturally they came to the conclusion that they
had been deceived throughout, and that the man they
Avere looking for had employed the time in making good
his escape. I n addition to this gain of time, none knew
the route he had taken, and pursuit under such circumstances would quite as likely be wrong as right.
" Scatter, my boys !" shouted William Rufus, who was
almost frantic at his repeated disappointments. " Some
of you go in various ways, and the one that finds him fire
his gun as a signal."
The men hastened to obey, and i-adiated through the
forest in all directions. As every one was anxious to find
the first traces, knoAving it would redound to his consequence and distinction, the efforts of many an earnest
searcher would have been ludicrous in the extreme if
daylight could have rendered them visible.
But, despite all the zeal carried into the search, it proved
fruitless. Guns were discharged, to be sure, and every
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one flocked toward the sound, but it proved a false alarm
in every case, and long after daybreak the weary party
gave over the blind search, and retired to Forest Valley,
weary, hungry, and dissatisfied.

OHA P T E R

IX.

OLD FRIENDS.

T H E race which Ralph led liis enemies through the
forest, and the manner in which he gave them the slip
finally, had all been meditated in the youth's mind from
the moment of his setting out. M.aking all possible noise
as he ran, and feeling sure that they were not gaining
essentially upon him, he suddenly slackened his speed, and
stole away in a different direction. His movements Avere
now as noiseless as they had previously been careless, and
it Avas but natural that the man-hunters should suppose
him to have fallen from the effects of a shot. Such was
not the result he had anticipated, however, although it
answered his purpose admirably. H e merely intended to
confuse them, and gain a tolerable distance while they
were looking for him. This he certainly did, being at
least half-a-mile distant before the radiating pursuit Avas
organized. As he did not pause, merely turning his course
more to the northward as he progressed, it will be seen
how faint the chances for overhauling him Avere.
A t length daylight began to bring out the features of
the forest more plamly, and then Ralph changed his course
again. H e had been obliged to take a direction due northeast at the outset, which had of course taken him almost
directly away fi'om the region of his intended sojourn.
This course he had gradually changed to one leading north,
but this was scarcely better, as. while +o>''"g lam aAvay
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from the whites, it was leading toward the country of his
no less zealous enemies the Indians.
But it would not do to risk all upon too sudden a
change, as it was not certain how long the pursuit would
be kept up, nor what direction it would take. That they
could possibly track him thus far Ralph did not believe,
and the only danger he ran was that of being stumbled
upon by a random searcher.
These considerations induced him to pause where he
was, and remain quiet, keeping a look-out upon all sides,
to see that no unAvelcome visitor approached his vicinity.
There was a stream of pure water near by, and his abundant repast of the night before had driven all thoughts of
present hunger from his mind.
Noon came and passed. The fugitive was quite refreshed, and yet no signs of foes. Strengthened by the
hearty food of Avhich he had partaken the night previous,
and anxious to avoid any chance capture, he resolved to
set out immediately for the Avestern wilderness. There
he would be safe, for a time at least, and could give body
and mind that rest so much needed.
Passing doAvn to the creek he bent over, and took a
hearty drink of the crystal Avaters. I t was refreshing
and delightful to his wearied frame, and as it was questionable when he might meet with tolerable water again,
he bent over and took a second draught.
" Ugh !"
As the youth was x'ising to his feet, a deep, guttural
voice upon the other side of the stream pronounced a
single exclamation; and tAvo men, very similar in physical
dcA'clopment, but very unlike in outer characteristics, stood
regarding each other dubiously.
The intruder Avas none other than Ralph's sometime
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friend and preserver, Elk's Foot, the Indian prince!
Evidently his surprise at the meeting was no less than
that of Ralph. Neither had a weapon in hand, and
neither seemed fully to comprehend the other's feelings
toward him.
" Elk's Foot glad to meet pale-face 'gain," that individual finally remarked, looking around him as much as
possible without, hoAvever, taking his eyes from the man
he addressed.
" I can't say that I am 'specially glad of any such
thing," returned Ralph, who was chagrined at the meeting. " Y o u didn't use me especially well when I saAv
you before."
" Me hunted for you long while," pursued the Indian.
" Now me find you, take you back to Sleeping Fawn."
" Guess not," remarked Ralph, who was getting one
hand upon the lock of a pistol. " You'll have to be too
smart for me if you do."
Before he could produce the weapon, however, the
savage had uttered a loud yell, and sprung across the
stream. H e produced a hatchet at the same moment,
but before it could be drawn back into a striking position, Ralph had grasped him, and a fierce struggle ensued.
I n bulk and physical power the two combatants were
quite equally matched—the Indian being a trifle taller,
and not qiute so heavily built as his antagonist. The
white, however, Avas much the more supple, and played
around the confused Indian in his oAvn manner. The
latter, although he had probably never grasped that man
whom he could not vanquish, and somewhat surprised by
the peculiar movements of the hunter, was no mean
antagonist. H e defied every effort to throw him to the
earth, and at times had his hatchet dangerously free.
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But Ralph as steadily foiled every attempt to strike on
the Indian's part, and generally gained some slight
advantage in turn.
But the contest gave promise of too great duration,
and the white resolved upon a bold expedient for ending
it. The struggle had occurred upon the bank of the
creek, Avhich both had taken care to avoid at first. Now
he sprung quickly into the water, draAving the savage
after him. The result Avas what he had anticipated.
The tall Indian lost his footing, and with a slight effort
Ralph threw him headlong into the stream.
While Elk's Foot Avas floundering in the disturbed
flood, the victor sprung quickly to the shore, and started
off through the forest at almost lightning speed. He
realized that the Indian's followers were probably near
at hand, and discretion under such circumstances would
be more to his purpose than headlong rashness.
H e was right in suspecting their proximity, for he had
scarcely sped fifty yards upon his course when a shout
arose, and looking back he saw that a number of Indians
had appeared upon the scene of his late struggle with
their chief
H e had barely time to throw himself
behind a tree when tAVO or three guns were discharged,
and the balls Avhistled so closely as to leave no doubt of
their fatal effects had he not taken the precaution he did.
Much as he would have delighted to return the shots,
he had no time for so doing. Gathering all his strength
he bounded away, and though other missiles whistled
after and about him, none of them came Avithin dangerous distance.
" Fire away !" he muttered, darting on with unabated
speed. " You can't shoot without losing time, and while
you are blazing away I'll be running 1"
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The truth of this reasoning soon became so apparent
to the Indians that they desisted from firing, and bent all
their energy to the pursuit. Ralph had gained sufficiently
during the few moments which had been allowed him, to
giA'e him quite a tolerable chance in the race which was
to follow. The Indians, however, were never more determined than upon the present occasion, and for miles
the race was continued without any apparent advantage
to either side. The savages were more scattered, one or
two, and Elk's Foot who led the party, being nearer than at
the commencement, while othei's had fallen back, almost
out of sight. Ralph had taken a Avestern route, so that
he was making ground in the right direction. Still, he
preferred to take his time in making his journey, and to
do it without observation. Besides, the long-continued
exertion was telling upon his worn frame, and he began
to feel the need of at least a short respite. His resolve
was soon taken. H e would endeavour to check the progress of his foes.
His rifle had been slung over his back, but he managed
readily to disengage it, and then he looked at the priming
as he ran. I t was in perfect order, and without any
hesitation he wheeled quickly, placed the barrel beside
a sapling to insure it from any tremulous motion, and
levelled it at Elk's Foot, who was in advance, and quite
near.
I t really seemed hard to take the life of one who had
t\nce saved his own, and if Ralph had reasoned more
upon the matter his noble soul might have refused to
sanction the attempt. But he had no time for nice cal
culations, and Avith a steady aim he pulled the trigger !
There was a flash—then a report; but the weapon
hung fire for a moment. Elk's Foot was xtnharmed,
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though one of his followers, at a considerable distance,
was stricken doAvn by the bullet.
"' So ho !" he thought, turning to continue his flight,
" I might have expected as much. My hand is getting
so unsteady that I can't even shoot—that doesn't argue
well for my getting clear of this yelling tribe. Possibly
I can load on a run and not lose ground much. I'll
try it."
H e had often practised this exercise, and few could
handle a rifle more readily than himself, yet he found it a
serious task to ram home the bullet without slackening
his speed to a great extent. Still, he succeeded, and was
AvithdraAving the ramrod, Avhen it slipped from his hand
to the ground. This was an accident of no trifling moment in such a life-and-death race as the present. He
Avas obliged to stop upon the instant and retz"ace several
steps before regaining it. As he did so one of the Indians
fired, his bullet cutting close to the young man's head,
but producing no injury.
Just as he regained the rod, and was upon the point of
rosuniing his flight, Elk's Foot came to a halt, and hurled
his hatchet with great fury. The distance was long, but
Ralph only escaped a wound by stepping to one side. At
the same time he drew a pistol, and fired at the savage
Avith a deliberate aim.
Long as was the range this shot was more successful
than that with the rifle had been. Elk's Foot uttered a
cry, and grasped one arm with the hand of the other.
Instead of continuing to lead the pursuit as he had done,
the son of the chief pointed in advance, and urged on his
Avarriors, exhibiting to them his wounded arm. With
fresh cries of vengeance they rushed forward.
Ralph had taken advantage of the slight pause to
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prime his loaded rifle, and Avith a quick moA'ement he
brought it to bear upon the dusky pursuers. A sharp
detonation bespoke the fall of another brave, and again
the fugitve turned to flee. But his shot had in no Avise
slackened the pursuit. The Indians were determined
upon giving him no time to reload, and pressed forward
at the top of their speed.
Unfortunately for the fugitive they had passed the
region of rolling country which had been so opportune
for him upon a previous race, and the landscape spread
before them a dreary level. The wood Avas mainly of
gigantic growth, and quite open, so that no opportunity
presented for strategy. Any deviation from a direct line
would only bring him nearer the savages. The only
thing he could do was to press directly onward, and
trust to fate to deliA'er him from pursuit.
But steadily the savages came on, gradually gaining, as
it seemed to the fugitive hunter. He, on the contrary,
began to feel exhausted, and realise that he must succumb
should the chase be prolonged for a great length of time.
The manifold hardships through which he had passed had
told upon his naturally rugged frame.
Looking back, he saw that quite a dozen Indians were
still within sight—odds too great for any single man, no
matter how bold and courageous. Possibly he might reduce their number. The only question Avas that of reloading his rifle. H e had also a pistol undischarged, and he
did not believe a single firearm among the Indians to be
loaded.
Shifting his gun, Ralph poured the powder in, and produced a ball, which he fitted to the muzzle of the bore.
Then he attempted to draw the rammer. Just at that
moment he was undeceived in regard to the state of hi^
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enemies' weapons. A gun was discharged behind him,
and the bullet whistled near—so neai\ indeed, as to strike
the lower part of his rifle. H e glanced down, to assure
himself that the weapon was not seriously injured, then
proceeded to ram down the ball.
H e turned the piece in order to prime, Avhen a gasp of
despair burst from his lips. The savage's bullet had
carried away the cover to his rifle-pan ! Here was a loss
not to be remedied. His most valuable weapon was
ruined. W i t h a hasty exclamation he hurled it from
him, and the Indians, divining the cause, set up a shout
of triumph.
There is a very venerable adage, saying, " Misfortunes
never come singly." However true this may be in everyday life, it was certainly the case with Ralph, at that
moment. H e had scarcely thrown aside his weapon when
he found himself in the midst of a densely-tangled A'ine.
H e endeavoured to pause, to save himself, but it was too
late. His foot caught, and he was thrown to the earth.
Extricating the unfortunate member, he attempted to
use it, but found that his knee had been wrenched, and
was useless for the moment. Still he raised himself upright, and with folded arms and a look of defiance,
awaited the arrival of his exulting enemies.
H e had not long to wait, for the red-men were only
too anxious to secure so dangerous a foe. Without any
pause they rushed upon and disarmed, but did not bind
him. A stalwart savage took him by either arm, and
dragged him to an opening, where they waited for the
arrival of Elk's Foot, who was some distance behind.
That individual came on at length, having stopped to
bind up his torn and bleeding arm. A n expression of
savage satisfaction mantled his features on beholding the
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man who had wounded him, and led the fleetest of his
tribe such a prolonged race.
" Pale-face great wai-rior," he said, •with a fiendish intonation. " H i m run very fast, but no match for the
braves of the Wolf-Slayer. The stag is not more fleet of
foot than they, and the eagle flies not longer than they
run. But pale-face must go to Wolf-Slayer and Sleeping
FaAvn; they would see hini again, and see him burn ! "
There was something in the words Avhich sent a deadly
thrill to the prisoner's heart, but he made little or no
reply, and soon the party declared themselves ready to
set out for home. Four were sent to bring in the two
that had fallen by Ralph's rifle, Avhile the others took a
bee-line for then* home, striking through the forest as
though by instinct.

CHAPTER X.
A MEETING IN THE FOREST.

I T is very seldom that hope utterly deserts the human
heart. However signally reason may have failed to discern any gleaning of promise, that sweet angel will still
hover near the heart, giving expectation of good even
from the most decided cAil.
So it was with Ralph Rilley, as his face was turned
once more in the direction of the Indian country, escorted
by men whose expressed anticipations were of seeing him
burned to death ! I t was far from being a comforting or
pleasurable thought, and reason showed no manner in
which he could avoid the intended fate. There was no
possibility of hope from his fellow-men—they would be
equally anxious to slay him. H e was weaponless, and
guarded by a band of zealous savages. The only possible
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opportunity of escape he had spurned, throAving it aside
as involving a living death and perpetual dishonour more
to be feared than immediate dissolution.
Altogether the picture was not pleasant, nor one which
he cared to contemplate. But it was hard to take his
mind from surrounding circumstances. Try as he would
the fiery spectacle of a man burning at the stake, to
appease the honour of a slighted Indian damsel, would intrude upon his fancy. And when he realised that lyithin
a few hours, or days at most, he should in all probability
have the pleasure of experiencing that novel auto dafe,
it must be said, in all candour, that a sickly sensation
pervaded his being. H e longed for forgetfulness—even
regi-etted that he had not resisted to the last gasp, and
induced his savage foes to shoot or tomahawk him before
svirrendering.
Still would hope come in his calmer moments, and
whisper various improbable things to him—that he might
escape—that the cause of the murder might have been
found out, and that his friends would hasten to seek and
save him. These, and many more improbable, but not
utterly impossible fancies, passed through his mind as he
travelled slowly onward.
The long race had taken up the best portion of the
afternoon, and wearied the braves exceedingly. So much
so, indeed, that after walking a few miles it was decided
to stop for the night. Two expert hunters were sent out
to provide game for their supper, and the others busied
themselves in building a fire, quizzing the prisoner, and
smoking pipes—not those of peace, however.
Within an hour the huntei's returned, having been
fortunate in securing a fine buck. Here was an unexpected treat, the long race having given every participant
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a keen aj^etite, not excepting the prisoner. A dozen
broad slices soon were broiling upon the coals, filling the
forest with an agreeable odour. The hungry natives did
not wait for it to cook, however, but snatched the savoury
steak before it was really warmed.
Ralph was requested to help himself, but, hungiy as he
was, preferred to Avait until the meat was tolerably
cooked. H e came near losing i t ; the hungry warriors
having hastily swallowed their first instalments, and
rushed greedily for liis. But he was on the watch, and
bore it away in advance of the tall warrior whose mouth
was expressly prepared for it. Thus the meal passed
away, the Indians taking delight in the hearty manner of
the prisoner, and conferring together in I'egard to the extent of his sufferings when the flames should begin their
deadly work.
But Ralph was not moved by all this ; he would not
suffer the pangs of hunger now, that he might suffer less
in that dread ordeal. Possibly he might escape, and in
that case he should need all his strength.
Soon after the meal was eaten, the satiated warriors
began to throw themselves upon the ground to sleep.
The sun had sunk low, and twilight was gathering over
the forest. The prisoner did not regret this move in the
least, for possibly he might sleep, and in unconsciousness
lose the fearful spectacle which continually presented itself to his waking vision. I t is possible that he might
have had other fancies, but if so, they were not really
dwelt upon.
The Indians soon completed their preparations for his
accommodation. These consisted of two long, slender
poles, which were put across his body, and upon either
end of which a saA'age was to sleep. This was not en-
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tirely a comfortable arrangement for the prisoner, but
evidently quite as much so for him as for those who lay
beside him.
A single scout had been sent out, who described a
circle around the camp, and finding all in order, returned,
and threw himself upon the ground near the fire. In a
very short time all seemed to be sleeping soundly.
Ralph felt the need of rest, but his eyes would not
close. Thoughts of the fate which must soon be his kept
all possibility of drowsiness at bay. Finally he began to
think it possible that his most sanguine hopes were to be
realised during the night. Surely while his captors were
sleeping so soundly, if ever, he ought to be able to leave
them.
True, the Indians had imdertaken to provide against
any possibility of his leaving, but after examining all the
circumstances thoroughly, he felt that with prudence and
skill he might extricate himself without waking the
savages sleeping beside him.
The poles which had been used to confine him were
quite pliant, and by gently pressing upward with one foot,
he was enabled to withdraw the other. This was one
point gained. He was proceeding to extricate the second,
moving very carefully, when the savage upon his right
side sprung suddenly to Jiis feet and grasped his gun.
Ralph was startled, thinking that his indiscretion had
cost his life. But he was immensely relieved when the
Indian moved away into the forest. Very soon he
returned, uttered a growl of disappointment, and threw
himself down to sleep. He noticed the fact of Ralph
having withdrawn both feet from beneath the rod which
confined them, moved the pole up a foot or so toAvard the
prisoner's body, and threw himself upon it again.
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Another tedious waiting followed, until the guard was
sleeping soundly, and then Ralph began to experiment
with a view to regaining his liberty. But he Avas very
soon satisfied that any movement of his, sufficient .to free
his limbs, would awaken one or both of his watchers, and
perhaps insure him immediate death. Still he was willing
to run the risk, since there was everything to gain—
nothing to lose.
Ralph had commenced the work of extrication, and Avas
progressing very slowly, when a circumstance occurred to
hasten his proceedings. The Indian upon his left gave a
gnmt, and rolled away from him, remoAdng his body from
one of the rods, which flew upward with a bound.
Nothing could have been more fortunate for the young
man's purposes than this moA'e. H e was at once enabled
to extricate his lower limbs, and the feeling of freedom
which thrilled through his frame was iuA'igorating.
As though an invisible hand was assisting the prisoner
(and who shall say that such was not the case?), the
Indian drew away still further, and the i-emaining pole
raised itself into the air. Ralph could scarce restrain his
joy at such signal and unAvitting assistance. H e had
scarcely command enough of his nervous system to refrain
from .springing to his feet and bounding away through
the forest. But he mastered the joyful emotions, and
very carefully and slowly crawled away from the fatal
vicinity.
A moment more and he would be free. Was it to be ?
Carefully he stole away, inch by inch almost, listening,
longing, hoping for the boon which hung by a single
thread. Just at the instant when he would have broken
away from the scene, he heard a savage moving. Was he
to be discovered 1 A t that time he stood beside a small
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tree, the branches of which hung within reaching distance
of the ground.
Almost without any settled purpose he swung himself
into the branches, and noiselessly gained a respectable
distance from the ground. Here he paused to notice the
movements within the Indian camp.
As he had feared, his absence became known in a
moment, and the camp was in an uproar. Very silently
the Indians spread into the forest, gliding along like so
many spectres. Ralph knew his chance would have been
less than nothing had he attempted flight. In a few
moments all the Indians had dispersed, leaving him alone.
Noticing the direction taken by his enemies, he slid to
the ground, and flitted off into the woods, using excessive
caution. Having proceeded but a few rods, he again
mounted into a friendly tree whose branches would afford
him certain security as long as darkness remained. His
purpose, however, was to rest there for an hour or more
until the savages should give up the search, then to take
to his feet again. Ere long, one by one, the Indians came
in. H e could see the dull camp-fire from his perch, and
counted their numbers, until at length all were in, the
last being Elk's Foot. A t once a council was held.
Then Avas the moment to fly, since the council would
surely end in arrangements for a thorough search of the
forest as soon as the light permitted. Slipping down
from his leafy covert, Ralph once more trod the forest
mazes—a hunted man.
When once clear of the dangerous vicinity it was but
natural that he should begin to reflect upon what lay
before him. Where to go, and what to do ? Alone and
Aveaponless, hunted and doomed both by his fellow whites
and the Indians, his case was desperate indeed.
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As he could not live in the forest without weapons, or
some method of procuring food, his first impulse was to
return to Forest Valley, and seek for a new supply. But
this would be a most dangerous experiment, since his late
appearance there had, no doubt, put those who sought
his life doubly upon their guard. Extensive as had been
his border and forest experience, he knew of no retreat
where he might safely hide from his numerous enemies.
His only safety was in putting such a distance between
himself and them as would render futile all their attempts
against him.
As his present course was toward the east, the very
reverse of the direction he wished to take, he only continued it for such time as seemed sufficient to carry him
beyond the savages' reach. Then he turned his steps to
the south-east, heading for Forest Valley. Not that he
really intended to revisit the place, but an irresistible influence drew him thence.
H e travelled some miles in the new direction, and then
stopped. H e was uncertain as to the exact distance he
might have travelled, and, as morning already was paling
the eastern stars, he resolved to wait until its beams
should reveal his whereabouts. H e was far from feeling
anxious for further adventures, if they could possibly be
aA'oided.
Daylight came at length, and Ralph soon satisfied himself as to his whereabouts. H e was within ten miles of
Forest Valley, in a region he had frequently visited.
H e was undecided which of two plans to pursue. Probably he could remain Avhere he was till late in the day,
and stand comparatively small chances of being discovered. Then he could shape his course toward Forest
Valley, and seek an interview Avith his brother during
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the coming night. He could thus procure a rifle, and
make another attempt to gain an asylum in the western
wilderness. Failing of this, he must take to the forest,
and endeavour to obtain a living from such berries and
roots as he could find.
Seeking a refuge as well sheltered from the casual passer
as might be readily found, the young man threw himself
upon the ground, and was soon asleep. So deeply exhausted was he by the past nights of unrest, that it was
nearly noon before he awoke.
H e would have sprung to his feet at once on seeing
how high the sun had mounted, but recollecting the circumstances which surrounded him, used due caution
before making any move. H e was scanning the region
before and around him, when the sound of footsteps at
a little distance in his rear startled him. Plainly he
could hear them, slow and stealthy. Almost afraid to
look around the broad trunk which sheltered him, Ralph
prepared for a struggle, and waited till the intruder
should come.
But the footsteps, instead of draAving nearer, seemed to
retreat. Cautiously peering around the tree, Ralph saw
that the form was indeed moving away—and he saAV
something else, too. The intruder was a woman ! Not
only that, but he had recognised the clothing, and sprung
to his feet, with a quick and joyous exclamation :—
" My God, I thank thee ?"
The woman heard the movements, and uttered a low
cry of terror, for she had supposed no human being was
near her. But, when she heard the young man's devout
exclamation, she stopped, and turned about with an eager
trembling expression.
" Ralph, my dear Ralph, is it really you ?" she asked,
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moving toward him and sinking upon the strong arm
Avhich was extended to her support. " Thank heaven, I
have found a friend at last !"
" Yes, my beloved girl, it is none other," he said,
gazing doAvn into the pale and sorrow-marked features.
" But I am scarcely worth the considering as a friend. I
am only an outlaw, hunted and doomed !"
" What do you mean 1" she demanded. " You—
Ralph—an outlaw 1 I do not comprehend !"
" I t is a fact," he replied; " I am charged with having
killed your father, and am hunted like a wolf, to be hung
at the fii^st tree."
" Ralph—Ralph ! can this be possible 1 Can men be so
blind and cniel ? And you aboA'e all others!" She
bowed her head on his shoulder, and wept convulsively
for a while. When her grief had somewhat subsided, he
drew her to a seat beside a fallen tree, and related in succinct terms the occurrences of the past ten days. And
then he, in turn, listened to an account of Avhat had befallen the maiden during the same eventful period.

CHAPTER

XI.

NOT YET.

FOR some time the joyful couple sat in silence. Both
felt more fully than they could express in words the joys
of that reunion. The weary and worn Nancy, after all
her wanderings, had found the one whom of all others
she felt to be most capable of protecting her, and encircled
by his strong arm she forgot all the dangers of the past—
those tenible sorrows and trials which had embittered
her young life were swallowed up in the present safety
and happiness.
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Ralph, if he did not feel equally safe and assured in
regard to their present situation, was equally happy—if
possible, even more so. The dark cloud which had hung
over his name for so many weary days—which had subjected him to persecution—driven him from the presence
of his fellow-men to wander like a haunted spirit, driven
from place to place with no rest, no sympathy, no mercy
—hunted and doomed, all this seemed removed afar from
him. H e could return once more to home and friends,
proud and happy to assert his entire innocence, bringing
with him the lost loved one, with convincing testimony
to reinstate him in all the dignity of his former unsullied
manhood.
Surely this was sufficient cause for happiness and selfcongratulation. His heart rose and swelled as he contemplated so great a consummation. No more would he
think of self-exile in the lonely wilds of the imknown
forests; no more start and flee from every sound, or
every appearance of his brother man.
Again he pressed the maiden to his breast, murmuring
as he did so :—
" Thank God, I shall be free from this terrible taint of
suspicion once more. I shall owe my whole life to you,
dearest love. I can only hope to prove my sincerity by
a life of devotion."
" I am glad of that, Ralph, right glad," was the earnest
reply, " for I shall need your protection. You know
that I am alone in the world—all alone in the great, wide,
strange world, Ralph ; and I shall sadly need some one
who is my friend indeed to keep me from danger and
trouble in the future."
" Our life shall be very hapjiy, Nancy, for we will live
only for each other. I have loved you long and intensely,
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but up to the present moment never realised how Providence had linked our destinies together. I t must be that
a power higher and greater than any here below rules
and executes judgment upon earth."
" No doubt of it, Ralph; we see evidences of its existence about us every day."
The young man mused a moment, and then in a meditative mood he pursued :—
" I have doubted it at times, I will confess. When I
could not see the wisdom or purpose which lay hidden
behind some dark design, I have felt that chance—or a
strange mixture of good and evil—ruled in our earthly
affau-s. And yet we cannot see the end of His purposes
—we only see the dark side of the present to inspire our
doubts, while the brighter side, which should encourage
our faith, is too often overlooked in the pleasures of the
moment."
Then recollecting himself, he added :—
" One would almost think I were studying to be a
preacher. But I happened to feel just so, and could not
help speaking out. You have not yet told me who the
murderer was."
" Spare me that 1" Nancy moaned, with an almost
frightened air. " I really cannot bear to recall that
dark scene till I am forced to do so. When called upon
to relate the dark adventures of that fearful night, I will
do it in full; but till that time comes the theme is too
painful."
" Pardon me, Nancy, I was thoughtless. Now, if you
feel quite rested, we will resume our way, for many a
danger may still intervene between us and home."
" I know it well, Ralph. And I fear we shall find it
Very difficult to elude the Indians. No doubt they are
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searching for me, and between the two bands it Avill be
wonderful good luck if we get safe to Forest Valley. Oh,
I cannot, cannot go back again to their dreadful haunts!
I would rather die !"
" Let us hope for the best, dearest. I am well used to
these forests, and if they do not get a glimpse of us, I have
no doubt we can elude them, even if they should get upon
our trail."
They rose to go, Ralph supporting the weary form of
the dear girl as they moved through a mass of bushes and
undergrowth, where their progress was very .slow and
difficult. A t every step Nancy took her garments caught
and tore.
" Oh, how provoking 1" she exclaimed, as her dress
caught upon a small unseen thorn-bush, from which it was
no easy task to extricate it.
Stepping back to loosen the grasp of the sharp spurs,
something in the forest beyond caught her attention, and
with a low cry of horror and despair she sxwk low among
the bushes.
Ralph looked quickly up for the cause of her alarm,
and his own emotions were none of the pleasantest on
beholding a stealthy Indian gliding through the forest,
scarcely a hundred yards away! For a single moment he
stood spell-bound, then threw himself upon the ground
beside Nancy. Possibly the savage had not espied them,
and would pass without being aware of their presence.
H e had certainly manifested no knowledge of theh
proximity, and the bushes were sufficiently high to shelter
them from sight, unless he came very near. I n any case
Ralph felt that they could do no better. To flee or fight
—the only resorts which suggested themselves—was impossible.
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" We are lost, lost!" groaned Nancy, whose fond Aosions
of rest and safety were all scattered in a moment.
" 'Sh !" whispered Ralph. " He may not see us. If
we are careful not to attract his attention it is hardly
probable that he will take the pains to pass through this
bramble. Do you lie close while I push up through these
briers and see what dii-ection he takes."
Nancy complied implicitly, and Ralph, by cautiously
raising his head, was soon enabled to see the ground where
the Indian had stood. As he expected, the savage was
not there; neither was he at any point between. Satisfied
that he had moved away in some other direction, Ralph,
strangely enough, forgot a portion of his habitual cunning,
and raised his head still higher, in the hope of seeing the
red man. Naturally he was anxious to know which way
his foe had gone, so as to guard against a future
encounter.
But, as the event proved, the Indian was not far away,
and had really outwitted the white. As the latter raised
his head a second time, he observed a jet of flame and
smoke from a small tree at some distance, a bullet
whistled through his clothing, cutting a lock of hair from
his uncovered head in its passage, and bviried itself in the
groimd beside him.
Many years in the forest had taught Ralph Rilley that
apparently the most reckless course often proved wisest
in the result. Acting upon this idea, the young man no
sooner felt the passage of the bullet than he sprung to his
feet, and dashed, with a yell, toward the tree containing
the savage. All unarmed as he Avas, the act partook of
the most utter rashness, yet it produced the very result
he hoped for.
The Indian was not prenared for anv such movement.
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Never doubting that his bullet would end the life of a foe
to his race, he was peering anxiously forward to note the
result, when he was surprised to behold an athletic form
bound through the bushes, and dash in the direction of
his perch. Recoiling in surprise, he lost his balance and
tumbled to the ground. Gathering himself up, he flew
into the forest with bounds like those of a frightened deer.
Ralph had no intention of pursuing. H e was prepared
for nothing of the kind. Merely satisfying himself that
the savage would not look around for some moments, he
sprung back to the place where he had left Nancy. The
maiden still crouched upon the ground, trembling in
mortal terror. She could not comprehend the rash movements of her lover; it seemed to her that he was only
rushing upon certain death.
" Come !" he said, raising her in his arms, and bounding
through the bramble. " W e must make an effort to fly.
I t is our only chance now—heaven only knows if we shall
be successful!"
H e placed her upon the ground, after passing the
obstructions in which they had been involved, and then
both sped forward, striking toward another copse of
bushes at some distance, which seemed to give promise of
a more secure shelter. Nancy exerted herself to the
utmost, though at heart she had very little hope of
escaping. But the horrors of her late imprisonment
loomed up before her imagination like a black cloud, and
she dreaded death less than a hopeless return to its
horrors. Even Ralph was surprised at the zeal with
which she ran, keeping close beside him without retardmg
his own movements in the least.
Rapidly the distance was passed—they had almost
reached the copse. Were thev to eain it, and temporary
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shelter 1 A moment of time, and they Avould be within
its friendly bosom. Onward—if another rod can be passed
they will be concealed from the eyes of savage faces, for
the growth is dense, so dense, that at their present distance they cannot see beyond the green barrier. How
hope rises, but rises only to be blighted !
A loud, savage yell from far behind rings out upon the
ail', and the half-uttered exclamation of joy gives place to
a gi'oan of despair.
" W e are lost, Ralph !" gasped Nancy, grasping his
arm.
" Not yet!" stoutly repeated the young ranger, seiring
her in turn, and making his way through the bushy veil.
" We won't give up till the last moment, under any circumstances."
With an experienced eye he took in at a single glance
the peculiarities of their situation.
A little thread of water, scarcely sufficient to form a
sti'eam, ran along through the forest, its banks being
heavily fringed with bushes for some distance up and
doA^m from the spot where they stood. Its general
course was diagonal to that taken by the lovers, so that
by bending a little to the south-west they could follow
doAvn its banks. This Nancy seemed to regard as a foregone conclusion, and turned at once in that direction.
But Ralph quickly called her back.
" This way, love," he said, pointing in the other direction.
Then as he grasped her hand and hurried on, he added,
in a low tone :—
" They will look down-stream for us. Our only hope
lies in slipping into the bushes, and waiting until we can
glide away in some other direction without attracting
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their notice. If we can do this, all may yet turn out
right."
A t the same moment the foremost Indian reached the
place where they had disappeared from his sight, and they
paused opposite a cluster of weeds and bushes more
dense than any they had passed. By good fortune they
had taken shelter there a moment before the Indian burst
through the bushes, and stood gazing perplexed in either
direction.
As they had hoped, he bent his course rapidly down
stream, keeping his gun in readiness for instant use, and
peering into every place which might afford shelter to
those he sought.
But if the movements of the leading savage gave com
fort and hope to the hidden ones, those of his followers
did not. Word was at once passed that the fugitives
were missing, and the savages divided into groups, part
going down the stream, and as many coming in the direc
tion of the lovers.
I t was certainly too late now to think of any further
flight. They had done all that could be done, and resigning themselves to the fate that seemed inevitable,
they awaited the result of the Indians' searcli. Yet, even
with the gloom of despair settling over them, came a ray
of hope to the soul of Ralph. Those he must encounter
Avere not those from whom he had previously escaped.
No doubt these would recognise and bear him back to
their village as a great prize ; but he would still have
some time for planning, and very possible it seemed that
his lucky star might again be in the ascendant.
These reasonings were founded upon the supposition
that the Indians would discover and take him captive,
This supposition proved perfectly correct.
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A dusky Indian jiarted tlie bushes, glanced in, gaA'c a
triumphant grunt, and beckoned his companions forward.
Two of them came, and after gloating over the helpless
condition of their prisoners, the first comer presented his
gun, saying, in tolerable English :—
" Come out, jjale-faces.
Me take you home.
You
chil'en—git lost in big Avoods !"
A gnint of satisfaction, quite as near a laugh as was
allowable with the dignity of a full-fledged Avarrior, broke
from the other savages at this witticism; after which
they, too, presented their Avealpons, and called upon the
wliites to come foi'th.
KnoAving that resistance or non-compliance would not
only be useless, but quite likely to provoke dangerous
consequences from the Indians, they complied, and were
exultingly seized by their captors, who raised a note of
recall to their searching brethren. Very soon a dozen
zealous savages had gathered about the party.
They
were in raptures over the result of their search, for they
had not only secured the pale maiden of whom they
were in pursuit, but the young man whom their brothers
were looking for. As in all matters of like moment,
guards were placed over the prisoners, while a council
Avas held. The only question which arose was, whether
to search for the other party, or repair at once to their
village.
The latter counsel prevailed. They would take the
captiAcs home with them, and Avhen Elk's Foot and his
companions retui-ned, weary and crestfallen, they would
rejoice and boast oA-er them, producing the two captives
which they had taken, Avhile the son of a chief searched
in vain.
Having reached this conclusion, six men were deploAed
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to scour for game, and look for any signs of their companions. The remainder, escorting the prisoners, moved
in a body, travelling rapidly till near sunset, when they
stopped upon the margin of a large natural pond, which
had been appointed as a place of rendezvous.
No sooner had they halted than Ralph and his companion were bound, and firmly lashed to stout saplings.
A t first, the thoughts of an informal auto da fe were
very naturally uppermost; but these were speedily dissipated by the movements of the Indians. Having
secui-ed their captives, fishing-tackle of every description
Avas produced, and with spear and hook, the finny
inhabitants of the pond were assailed. The greedy
savages waited not for culinary process or ceremony.
Every luckless fish which fell into their power was
stripped of the most unpalatable portions, sliced up, and
swallowed Avith a gusto which shocked the more civilized
Avitnesses.
A t length one, more considerate or Avith less appetite
than his felloAvs, brought a small slice to each of the
prisoners, after which he resumed his seat in the circle,
and ate till the last morsel had disappeared.
Having disposed of their food, the savages relaxed
the ropes which held the prisoners sufficiently to allow
of their lying down, then threw themselves upon the
bare earth, and silence reigned over the vast forest.

CHAPTER XII.
SOMETHING

OR

NOTHING.

R A L P H waited till satisfied that all the Indians were
sleeping soundly, Avhen he began to work out the
possibility of escape, but he soon found that any such
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efl'ort would be vain. The cords which confined him
were of deei-skin, well worn, so that the knots could be
tied in the securest manner. This the Indians had done
to perfection, and after a score of fruitless endeavours to
loosen hand or foot, Ralph composed himself to get such
sleep as was possible, cautioning his companion to adopt
the same policy.
Weary and worn as they AVere, both of them slept very
soon, despite the fearful fate which seemed hanging over
them. Sleeping visions came to them, certainly, some
bringing hope and others winged with despair, but all in
all, the rest they obtained was very beneficial.
Before midnight they were aroused, and, upon gaining
then- feet, found that all their ropes had been cast off
save those upon their hands, and the Indians stood
around, pi-epared to resume their journey. W i t h weary
lunbs and aching hearts the prisoners set forth, wending
then: way, hour in and hour out, through the forest,
stumbling over obstacles without number, meeting with
varied detentions, but never pausing till the full light of
day flooded the forest, awakening the songs of gladness
from thousands of happy-hearted, feathered warblers.
Here they paused for a short rest; but only a foAv
moments were they alloAved the pleasure of reposing their
Avearied frames, ere they were dragged on again, by their
zealous and exulting captors. Ralph did not care for
him.self—he could endure the severest trials which his
Indian guards might see fit to impose. But when he
considered that Nancy was subjected to the same
rigorous treatment, obliged to perform the same long,
wearying marches, his heart sAvelled Avith indignation,
and he longed to vent a just retribution upon the inhuman wretches.
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Slowly the day wore away. Hungry, weary, and scarce
able to stand, the heroic Nancy toiled along, almost ready
to stop and meet grim death itself, rather than drag her
sinking frame fui'ther toward a fate—she knew not how
fearful it might be—she shuddered and sickened at the
very thought. Only the occasional words which Ralph
found opportunity to utter cheered her desponding heart.
So long as he hoped, she felt it Avrong to quite give way
to despair.
Just before dusk they entered the Indian town again.
A gloom, as of death, fell over the maiden's spirits—if
gloom could be said to cast a shadow over despair. Up
to this moment a faint thought had haunted her mind
that they might escape or be rescued before reaching the
village. But now CA'en this undefined hope fled.
Ralph noticed her mood, and managing to slip near her
side, he muttered:—
" W e shall have all the night to get away in—what
more could we aisk ?"
" You no say anyfing!" shouted one of the Indians,
brandishing a hatchet, as he sprung toward Ralph.
" You come wid me !"
H e grasped the prisoner by the arm, and dragged him
to the other side of the party. Then, assuming an air
of grandeur and importance, the bra\'es stalked forward, •
paying no attention to the rushing squaws and young
Indians, who crowded about to see the prisoners, and
clamoured for their instant torture.
Presently the old chief, Wolf-Slayer, appeared. The
entire procession stopped at his approach, and waited in
silence for his will to be made known. The old hunter
ran his eyes over the group. They lighted up perceptibly
Avhen he saAV the pale, pain-marked features of Nancy
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Andrews, and a grunt of satisfaction escaped his lips.
But when he saAv Ralph, and especially when he noticed
the look of coolness and dai'ing upon the young hunter's
face, the brows of the old Indian contracted, and he turned
fiercely upon his heel.
Calling one of the AvaiTiors to his side, the two conversed sevei'al moments, earnestly.
Having satisfied his feelings, the old chief hurried away,
and the party Avas not long in gaining the midst of the
town. Here they scarcely paused, half-a-dozen of the
savages leading Ralph away, while as many took another
direction Avith Nancy. The young man endeavoured to
follow her with his eyes, but in this he was unsuccessful,
and very soon he realised that they were separated again,
lierhaps for ever.
The young man Avas conducted again to the strong cabin
he had occupied upon his former sojourn. There Avas an
unpleasant look of familiarity about it, everything appearing as it had done when he was placed there before, save
that ample precautions had been taken to pi-event his
escape by the same method.
Veiy soon, too, he discovered that he Avas to be more
closely guarded than formerly. TAVO fresh braves, whom
he had not seen before, were conducted to the bu*
very strict orders given them in the jargoix "of their
people. KnoAving that nothing could be accomplished at
present, Ralph composed himself to sleep, and for some
houi-s was quite oblivious to all that passed in the cabin.
I t was dark when he awoke, so dark that for some
minutes he Avas unable to make out the presence of his
glooiuy hued guards. A t length, a cat-like movement gave
him a clue, and he was enabled to trace the movement
of a dii-ky form acro-is the cabin, and back again to hia
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side. H e noticed that the savage moved about uneasily,
as though struggling between duty and inclination.
Presently he bent over the recumbent form of his companion, and they changed places, the relieved guard
setting his gun carelessly against the wall, and throwing
himself beside it upon the floor. The new sentinel bent
over and satisfied himself that the prisoner was sleeping,
then walked once or twice across the cabin, before taking
up his station. Ralph had noticed every disposition and
movement as perfectly as the very uncertain light would
permit, and his heart began to swell with hope once more.
I t was a desperate move, certainly, but the prize—freedom for himself and Nancy—justified any reasonable risk,
and he began to consider how he should gain the end he
sought. The gun of the sleeping guard stood almost within
his reach. The other sentry was careless, and supposed
his charge fast locked in slumber. So much was to his
advantage. To offset—his arms were bound behind his
back, and all his efforts thus far had failed to loosen the
cords.
True, there Avas considerable freedom to his
hands, but the knots were most secure.
Finally a thought struck him. H e had heard of men
crawling backward through their arms, with hands tied
as were his own. H e had even attempted it himself, but,
thus far, had never succeeded. There was sufficient play
to his arms; possibly he might succeed in the gymnastic
operation, and do it without any noise. Both conditions
were essential to success.
Placing his hands flat upon the earth, Ralph drew himself up at a moment when he was not observed, and
found that the attempt was likely to prove successful.
The very slight noise he made drew the attention of the
guard, who hastened toward him. But before his eyes
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could pierce the gloom the prisoner had resumed his
motionless posture, only moving his limbs and groaning
heavily.
The guard watched him for some moments, then turned
and sloAvly paced the narrow apartment again, keeping his
eyes upon the suspicious form. And yet, under all this
scrutiny, Ralph slipped his hands over his feet, and found
those useful members in front of him, where he could
proceed to liberate them Avith his teeth.
Even this was no trifling task. The knots had been
di"awn A'ery tight by his repeated straining upon them,
and in the darkness he could not tell when his efforts
were rightly directed. But perseverance and determination finally triumphed, and one of his hands Avas freed.
A thiill of joy passed over his frame as this consummation
Avas reached, and he moved very cautiously along the
hard-trodden ground several inches before attempting to
cast off the cord.
He had just thrown aside the ligature, when a sudden
impulse seized the guard, and, running to the spot, he
bent over the prisoner. The operation brought his face
so close to that of Ralph that the latter could see the
gleaming of his eyes, and notice the look of curiosity
which mantled his features.
In an instant the captive's resolution was taken, but
before it could be carried out he faltered momentarily. I t
seemed repugnant to his better feelings to act thus
treacherously. Only for a moment did he hesitate. The
thought of Nancy, of his own doom, of the terrible tragedy
at Forest Valley, decided him again.
With a quick spring he half gained his feet, at the
•ame time grasping the Indian's throat with both hands,
and hurling him to the ground. Of course, the savage
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Avas utterly unprepared for any such movement as this,
and before he realised what strange chance had befallen
him, foimd himself prone upon the earth, Avith a vice-like
grasp upon his throat. The Indian made a desperate
effort to free himself, but his attempts Avere perfectly
useless so far as regaining his own freedom Avas concerned.
The bulkier white weighed him doAvn like the phantom
of some horrible nightmare. The only result to be feared
was the awakening of the sleeping guard, who began to
move uneasily.
Not a moment's time was to be lost. Ralph steadUy
tightened his grasp, hoping to force the one beneath him
into a lasting quietude before the other should rouse up.
But that was not to be. The sleeper opened his eyes,
and taking in by intuition the state of affairs, sprung to
his feet, with a loud yell.
One less cool and quick-thoughted than Ralph would
have been lost at once. Nothing but the promptest
action saved his life for a moment. Relaxing his grasp
upon the one he held, the young hunter sprung toward
the gun, which still leaned against the Avail. The owner
made a similar move at the same moment, but found
himself staggering away from the effect of a stunning
bloAv delivered by the young ranger. Before he could
recover himself the latter had possession of the weapon,
and was giving a quieting stroke to the second savage,
who had made a bootless attempt to rise from the ground.
The contest was now between man and man, the white
having the advantage of being armed. The other, however, Avas making vigorous use of his lungs, and in a very
short time would bring down the whole body of Indians
to his assistance. Hither and thither the red man sped,
avoiding two M* three heavy blows Avhich the white
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aimed at him, and continuing to make night hideous with
his cries.
Of com-se, such a contest must end, sooner or later;
and, after several futile efforts, Ralph succeeded in bringing down the gun-stock upon the head of his late guard.
Having thus disposed of his attendant foes, he sprung to
the door, and undid such of the fastenings as he could
find. At the same time a tramping and rush Avithout
srave him AA'arning that other Indians were at hand.
Scarcely, indeed, had he reached the dooi", ere it was
burst open, and two Indians rushed into the gloomy hut.
Ralph had stepped slightly to one side, and the two passed
without observing him. A third paused in the doorway,
seeming anxious to penetrate the mystety before advancing further. Possibly his doubts may have been dispelled,
certainly his consciousness Avas, by a blow from the gun
which the white still held clubbed.
The Indians heard the sound, perceived that they had
been outwitted, and Avith howls of vengeance sprung to
the door. One of their number lay prone Avith a shattered
head, but the bold hunter had gone. Others Avere on
the Avay, and quickly the ncAvs spread that the white
jnisoner had escaped.
Although dismay seized the bravest at this announcement, they betrayed commendable zeal, rushing into the
forest in all directions, and keeping up a steady search for
hours—it need hardly be said without success. A t length,
weary and disheartened, they returned to sleep for a short
time, and renew the search again upon the morrow.
Meanwhile, where was the man Avho had thus, by good
fortune more than any merit of his own, escaped the
clutches of his bloody-minded enemies, and thrown the
Indian town in such a state of excitement?
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Knowing that not a moment was to be lost if he would
gain the sheltering forest, Ralph, on reaching the open
air, bounded away between two huts, and soon found
himself safe in the wooded solitudes. The savages were
but just spreading the alarm, so that he had plenty of
time to adopt any course of action which might seem
most proper. That he could easily secure his own freedom he had no doubts. Yet, what did personal liberty
avail him, if the maiden whom he loved, and who held
the secret of that terrible mystery, remained behind 1
Honour, duty, necessity, all demanded that she should be
released, or he remain to share her fate.
Finding a tree which he could readily climb, Ralph
perched himself among its branches, and assumed an easy
joosition. Then he bent his ear toward the toAm and
listened intently.
" That is right," he mused. " They are going to look
for me in this darkness, when they needn't think o' such
a thing as finding me. By and by they'll give it up, and
then go about it again in the morning. While they are
sleeping I Avill attend to the balance of my work. If I
do not succeed, it shall not be my fault."
Keeping perfectly quiet while the search progressed
under and about him, the daring hunter waited till all
was again silent. Then slipping to the ground he crawled
carefully back toward the village, listening as he went
for any movements among the inhabitants. To find the
whereabouts of Nancy, and rescue her, if possible, was
now liis object.
Soon he reached the rear of a cabin, the nearest of a
group which he felt sure contained Nancy. All was dark
and silent about it—no signs of life were there.
The second cabin contained the remains of a smouldef-
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ing fire, which lighted it up sufliciently to assure him of
the character of its inmates. Passing thence by two other
miserable structures, which seemed upon the point of
falling down merely from the force of gravitation, he
paused in the rear of another, built much more strongly
and in every Avay larger and superior to any he had yet
seen. Instantly the feeling came over him that he gazed
upon the prison of Nancy Andrews. To confirm or
dispel his suspicion was first to be attempted.

CHAPTER

XIII.

A DISCOVERY.

CLOSE to the walls of the Indian dwelling stood Ralph,
peering, listening, hoping. There were no sounds to be
heard Avithin, no light that he had yet discovered, nor any
signs of living beings. But the walls were firmly built,
the door, which was strong, was closed and fastened upon
the inside. Here were two additional reasons for supposing that the place was a prison.
With some difficulty he found a narrow aperture neaF
the ground, and applying his eye to this he peered into
the darksome recesses beyond. For some time he was
unable to distinguish anything, and was upon the point
of moving away, when a glow, as from a single coal, met
hia eye. Steadily he watched, and soon after another appeared, revealing the outlines of a savage, stirring the
embers of an almost extinct fire.
HaAring collected the few coals which remained, the
Indian added some light brushwood, and soon a cheerful
glow pervaded the apartment.
The savage then walked
away, and bent over a couch of skins, upon which appeared a prostrate form. Apparently satisfied at what he
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saw, the brave gave a grunt, and turned back to the fire,
raising and carefully examining a gun standing in one
comer.
Ralph was now satisfied that he had discovered the
whereabouts of Nancy, but how should he acquaint her
with his presence ? How could her rescue be effected 1
Turning to seek some mode of communication, he
glanced at the eastern horizon. To his surprise, the first
faint tinges of daAvn were perceptible along the sky. It
Avas certainly too late to effect anything that night—he
would only seek to inform her of his freedom and
presence, to inspire her with hope.
Continued search finally revealed a small aperture quite
near where her head must lie, and applying his lips to
this he gently breathed :—
" Nancy !"
Waiting a moment, he fancied there was a slight movement within, and willing to run all risks, he repeated the
name a trifle more distinctly than before. For a moment
he was left in doubt, then a gentle voice, which he would
have recognised anywhere, whispered :—
"Ralph!"
" I am here, Nancy; I am free !" he whispered. " But
it is almost morning, I cannot get you away to-night.
Can you remain here safely another day 1"
" I think so."
" Then make the effort, and you shall be released with
the coming of night again. I must go now—the safety of
both of us depends upon it. Use any excuse to gain
time, and do not sleep till I come to you."
The maiden gave him some hints, informing him that
the cabin in which she was confined was the dwelling of
Wolf-Slayer and his family; that one guard was kept over
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her constant!}', and all the rigour that an apparent friendship and regard could devise thrown about her movements. She also desciibed to him the construction of the
building, and the only probable way of gaining the
interior.
Ralph listened attentively, and then bade her a brief
fareAvell. He AV;IS not a moment too soon.
Zealous
Indhms were upon the look-out, and in five minutes after
he left the place, they Averc astir, preparing for a thorough
pui-suit of the escaped prisoner.
Of course, they had
little suspicion that the individual in question Avas so near
them.
Kno\\ing that the pursuit Avoiild be carried on chiefly
toward Forest Valley, Ralph bent his steps into the
forest in an opposite direction. This course, although it
might bring him in conjunction with other bodies of
savages, would take him aAvay from the vicinity of his most
deadly enemies. And yet he Avould be in a situation to
i-etui-n upon the foUoAving night, and redeem the promise
given his beloved.
He walked a long distance before daylight begail to reveal the outlines of the forest about him; so far, indeed,
that he began to look around for some secluded spot in
Avhich to pass the long hours before darkness Avould again
cover the eai-th.
He found it at length ; a broad, massive pile of rocks,
pierced Avith many openings, where men might have been
concealed from boyhood Avith very little danger of discovery. Into one of these caverns Ralph crawled, but
drcAv back as a huge rattlesnake sounded its note of alarm
and slowly withdrew. The suspicion that he might be
going into a large den of the vipers was far from pleasant.
ObserA'ation, however, convinced him that the A'eteran
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he had disturbed was sole occupant; so after a little hesitation he entei-ed the recess, placed a stone in the hole
thi'ough which the reptile had disappeared, and preceded
to take possession. A natural projection in one corner
afforded him a comfortable seat, and here he sat for some
time, planning and reflecting upon the strange circumstances which had befallen him for the past two days.
Noon came and passed. Ralph felt satisfied that if
the Indians had intended to make any search in his
direction they would have reached the lodge long before.
Reasoning thus, he sallied out, and sought for such roots
and herbs as would serve to satisfy his hunger. It was
no pleasant task, but he could assuage the demands of
nature in no other way. True the gun he had brought
fi'om the Indian town was loaded, and he might have
shot something with the single bullet it contained. But
in that case he would have been almost weaponless, and
who could say how valuable a bullet might prove to him
in the proposed enterprise of the coming night.
Having satisfied his inner man as far as possible, Ralph
returned to his cave, and sitting down upon the stone he
had formerly occupied, mused upon his chances of success
till he fell asleep.
When he awoke he perceived that the time for action
was near. The sun Avas already low behind the distant
hills, and by the time he could reach the scene of operations it would be quite dark enough for his purpose.
Shaking more priming into the pan of his piece, and
shutting it very carefully, he turned his face in the
proper direction.
I t was quite dark before Ralph reached the vicinity of
the Indian toAvn. As there was no moon during the
early part of the night, he could have no more oppor-
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tune time for cai-rying out his purpose, if other things
should prove favourable.
His mind Avas somewhat troubled, as he neared the
place, to observe that a crowd was gathered very near
the building he wished to enter, engaged in some
mysterious rite, the nature of which he did not comprehend. He was filled with the liveliest fears for a t i m e ;
but on i-eaching the vicinity, which the darkness enabled
him to do without observation, he saw that the performance boded no ill to Nancy.
The idea natur-ally arose—could he not rescue her
Avhile the attention of the Indians was directed in
another channel? The supposition was speedily negatived Avhen he crept beneath the walls of the building, and
peered in upon the inmates. Nancy was there, pale and
soiTOAving. With her was the Indian princess whose
love Ralph had rejected, and a sentinel. The latter,
Avith a gun in hand, divided his attention between the
ceremony in front, and the prisoner beside him.
So much Ralph saw at a glance, and then he glided
aAvay like a shadow. He had partially formed a plan in
his OAvn mind, Avhich, though bold and dangerous, promised success.
The dwelling of Wolf-Slayer had been constructed after
ciArilized models, in so far that it had one door and a
window—the latter being a square hole cut through the
wall, and closed in winter by replacing the original log.s.
In the present case this window was open, affording possible ingi-ess to the sleeping apartment of Wolf-Slayer;
that individual having divided his somewhat extensive
domicile into three rooms upon the ground by partitions
of poles.
Into the apartment reserved for Wolf-Slayer's especial
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use, Ralph quietly made his way, concealing himself
beneath a pile of robes and furs. Of course, he had
chosen a position to observe everything passing hx the
outer or main apartment.
More than an hour elapsed before the pow-wow without ceased, and then the crowd gradually began to disperse. Wolf-Slayer entered his dwelling, clothed in
robes of state, and ordered the princess to retire, which
she did, with a sullen frown. Nancy was then ordered
to her couch of skins, and the guai'd instructed to make
sure that she did not stir therefrom during the night.
Then the surly chief entered his own apartment, fastened
down the bearskin which served as a door, threw aside
his royal robes, and sti-etched himself upon the couch.
Silence soon reigned within and ai'ound the building,
and Ralph realised that the most opportune moments for
getting away from the place were passing. Still he did
not dare move as yet, for he had no proof that Wolf
Slayer or Sleeping Fawn had yet succumbed to tke
drowsy god. H e had no hopes now save in perfect
success; failure Avould certainly bring death to both himself and her he sought to save.
Anxiously he Avatched the moA'ements of the sentinel
without, Avishing that he might prove careless or indifferent.
His wishes were met. Soon the watcher
placed his gun in a corner, and busied himself in pacing
the room, keeping an eye upon the form of Nancy, to
make sure that she did not transgress the commands of
WolfSlayer.
A t length came the sounds for which Ralph had
listened so long. The chief was asleep, and snoring
soundly. So far as he was concerned there was now comparatively nothing to fear. The partition between the
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A\^aiiing white and the room of Sleeping Fawn Avas quite
thin, and by listening closely he could hear her steady
breathing between the sonorous blasts of her father. She,
too, Av;vs insensible to all about her. There remained but
the sentinel to dispose of
This was no ordinary task. Of course, the slightest
uoLse would defeat the entire plan. Caution, patience,
daring, were required in extraordinaiy degrees.
A thought struck Ralph. Carefully emerging from his
hiding-place, he threw Wolf-Slayer's royal robe over his
shoulders, and slipped into the apartment which contained the subject of his schemes. The sentinel's back
was toAvard him at the moment, and slipping into a dark
comer, beside the heaAy fireplace, he waited an opportune
moment for the cai-rying out of his plan. While thus
waiting, his hand touched something cold and hard. I t
A,' as a hatchet—the A'cry thing he needed for the fatal but
necessary bloAv. Carefully disengaging it, he waited for
the moment.
It was very dark in the apartment noAV; Ralph could
scarcely discern the form of his victim. The letter seemed
10 notice the fact, and hastened to replenish the fire, which
w;\.- the only means of light. The time was at haiid. As
he bent over, his head Avas within reach of Ralph's arm.
••^ihntly the weapon whii-led through the air, and almost
-is silently the Indian pitched forward upon his face.
The hunter rould not bear the idea of a deliberate
murder, and had stnick but a stunning blow ; yet so effectually had it been given that there seemed no prospect
of the savage raising an immediate alarm. Ralph proc tded to secure the gun and ammunition of the fallen
•^ntry, tied his belt about him, and stocked it in due
iorm with knife and hatchet.
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Then, and how his heart beat, he approached the place
where Nancy was lying. Death or deliverance was at
hand ; which was it to be ? H e found that the maide4
was already cognizant of his movements, and rose to her
feet at his approach. H e r frame trembled violently under
the excitement of the moment, and she led the way toward the door, remarking :—
" Come, come. Do not let us lose a moment in this
dreadful place!"
Ralph opened the door very cautiously, and succeeded
in closing it again, after they had passed through, Arithout any disturbance. They were now in the open air,
and all was silent about them. Already they tasted the
bliss of freedom.
" We Avill take the most direct route possible," said he,
after they had left the Indian toAvn behind. " I f they
do not discover our flight till morning, and it is hardly
jirobable that they will make any pursuit before that
time, Ave shall get such a start as ought to take us to
Forest Valley in adA'ance of them."
" Have no fear for me," urged Nancy. " I am rested
and strong. I could travel home without making any
pause, if it Avere necessary. Anything to escape these
dreadful savages!"
Steadily onward through the long night hours they
pushed their way, keeping a bee-line toward home, so
nearly as it Avas possible to travel. When the stars faded
away, and daylight came, they Avere far on their way, and
still no sign of pursuit. Hope rose in their bosoms.
Fortune seemed to have selected them as the special recipients of her favours.
Having plenty of ammunition, Ralph shot some game,
and making a little fire in a secluded spot, they cooked a
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palatable breakfast. This disposed of, with a relish and
heartfelt thanks for their safety thus far, they paused for
a short time to rest before again resuming their tedious
journey.
CHAPTER

XIV.

.SATISFIED.

IN a short time the two set forward again, and
although the journey before them was long, it was cheerfully undertaken. Surely, each of them had sufficient
cause for thankfulness. That their lives had been spared
through so many dangers and adventures, was wonderful.
For some hours they travelled, and every one brought
them nearer the place they sought. The sun had
mounted high before they paused again to rest. On a
fallen tree they sat, and talked of the joyful moment
when they should reach home, and their wild adventures
be ended.
Scarcely had they resumed their way, when Ralph
paused, his quick eye having detected moving forms
through the trees in advance. He gave a single glance,
and then pointed them out to Nancy.
" See," he remarked, indicating them; " there come
the men who suppose their sacred duty is to hunt me
down and slay me. They have even gone so far as to
organize themselves, with a view to scouring the forest
until I am found."
" But they cannot harm you now," said Nancy, with
some show of alarm.
" Certainly not, Nancy dear. But do you step behind
that tree, while I advance a little, and you shall see the
manner in which they greet me."
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The maiden did as requested, hardly knowing how or
why. Ralph then advanced several paces, and paused as
he was noticed and eagerly pointed out by the leader of
the party. Several of them at once set up a shout, and
rushed toward the young man, who, to their surprise, did
did not turn or flinch at their approach. Fearing some
stratagem, they came on more cautiously, and were only
withheld from firing by the hope of taking him alive.
Finally they had approached so near that half a dozen
rifles bore upon him point-blank, and then the crowd
pi-essed eagerly up. William Rufus, as ever, was foremost, and his manner, now that so decided a success had
eroAvned his efforts, was jubilant in the extreme.
" H a ! my fine felloAv, you Avon't try any more of your
fine games upon us. We've got ye now in full daylight,
•and if anything is goin' tcAv interfar', we'll put a hunk o'
lead threw yer karkiss. We've bed a pesky long hunt
fer ye, right in the middle of the season, and lost a 'tamal
many good days' works. But, Ave's bound tew hev' ye,
if Ave'd a' lost every day this summer. Such a confounded
scapegrace as you Avaii't goin' loose, nohow, to stab people
in the back in the night! "
" ^^y good sir," said Ralph, somewhat sarcastically,
" all your trouble has been for nothing. I never committed this deed of Avhich you have seen fit to accuse me."
" That is your story for i t ; but it'll want one or two
Avitnesses to prove it."
" I have the best Avitness in the world—the only one
besides the murderer Avho saAv the blow struck. She will
tell you who is the guilty one."
" And Avho may this ' she ' happen to be ?" demanded
Rufus, perhaps suspecting the tiiith.
Ralph did not reply in words, but turned and motioned

" T H I S - i s MY AVITNKSS!"

11"

to Nancy, who had been an anxious Avitnes,s of all that
had transpired. The maiden came forward quickly, for
she had feared some violence to her lover. As she gained
his side :—
" This is my witness I " he said proudly. " You cannot
ask for a better."
" Young Avoman, we want you to tell the truth about
this matter," said Rufus, who appeared somcAvhat crestfallen. " W e want speshil jestice done, and the man that
killed yer father shall suffer for it, no matter who he is.
Now, don't be afeard to tell the truth all o u t ; 'cause
we've spent our time jest to clear up this Ihing."
" I am ready to tell you all I know," replied Nancy,
with something of bitterness, as she thought of the injustice they had done to her lover. " But it seems to me
you would have shown more of the spirit of gentlemen
had you waited till reason and evidence condemned,
before you undertook to execute an innocent person.
Shame upon you—you especially, William Rufus, Avho
seem to have been a master-spirit of the mob ! "
All but the person addressed slunk back, abashed by
the heroic maiden's words. H e pressed forAvard, and in
the smoothest of tones, began :—
" You see, Nancy, we haA'e no laws away here, and if
we had them, nobody, reelly, to put 'em in force. So we
hed a meetin' o' the folks, and banded ourseh'es for
muteral pertecshin—"
" Is this a specimen of your protection ?" she interritpted
him to inquire.
" Wal, never mind. Miss Andrews," he said, irritated
at the aspect affairs were taking, " we understand all o'
that. Now if you'll tell about that murder—"
" That I will do if will you give your attention, and
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only interrupt me to ask pertinent qtiestions. I am not
in the habit of addressing a mob."
" G o ahead, miss," broke in a burly frontiersmai,
" and if he don't keep mum, we'll shut off his breathin'pipes !"
All promised attention, and then Nancy related her
story :—
" O n that fearful night I was sleeping soundly, as
usual, when I fancied one of the boards beside my bed
creaked.
I started up to look for the cause of this
singular noise, when, whom should I behold but a
stealthy Indian in my chamber! I would have called
for assistance, but before I could do so his heavy hand
Avas placed over my mouth, effectually preventing any
outcry, and nearly smothering me. ' Now you dress,' he
said savagely, ' or me kill you. Elk's Foot want you for
his bride.'"
Ralph gave a perceptible start as the Indian's name
was mentioned, but uttered no word. When previously
relating her adventures, Nancy had not given the
Indian's name in its English dress.
" I Avas sorely frightened," the speaker went on, "but
dared not disobey, since he pointed to a knife and tomahawk in his belt, and threatened my life. I did not
think ho could leave the place, and was not so utterly
frightened as I should have been had I but known what
was before me. I dressed hastily and when all my
clothes were secured, he led me down-stairs, still whispering threats of death if I made any noise.
" O n reaching the floor, a secOnd Indian sprung up,
and glided away to the bedroom where my father was
sleeping. I should have attempted to cry out now,
regardless of my own fate, but the Indian who had mfi
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in charge prevented my making any noise. I heard a
scuffle, and presently saw the two fignres struggling
together. Soon ray father's strength seemed to fail, and
I saw the Indian deal him blow after blow with a knife,
bill he sunk to the floor. Then the murderer threw down
the weapon, and ordered his tool (for the master-villain
[ found to be Elk's Foot himself) to take me out of the
place, and Avith one or two warriors to take me home,
md keep me there till he came.
" I was immediately hurried off, and knew neither rest
H' sleep till I reached the Indian town. There I was
jreated kindly, and an Indian beauty. Sleeping Fawn by
lame, used every exertion to induce me to wed with her
brother, who was heir to one-half the tribe in his own
•ight. But I steadily refused, and finally succeeded in
iscaping. For two days and nights I wandered about in
he forest, sometimes right and sometimes wrong, but
nanaging to keep clear of the Indians. Finally, I fell
n Avith Ralph, and after another captivity and escape,
ve were going back to demand reparation for the wrong
Tou had done him."
" But about the knife," said Rufus, who Avas determined
lot to be convinced.
" Of course I do not know," she replied. " I t does
lot matter. I*saw the man that did the deed, and saw
lim throw the knife with which it was done in one
iorner. The man was Elk's Foot, but I know nothing
>f the weapon he used."
" You can swear to all this, I reckin ?"
" If my word is not sufficient, take me before any
lerson authorized to administer an oath, and I will swear
X) all I have stated."
At that moment, one of the men. who had been casting
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anxious glanw-s around Avhile listening to the maiden's
story, uttered a hurvled exclamation, and pointed into the
forest.
" By George !" he said, " the Indians are down on us,
sure as fate!"
All looked in the direction in which he had pointed,
and sure enough, within long rifle range, appeared a body
of Indians, considerably outnumbering the whites. They
were led on by Elk's Foot, who seemed foaming with
rage, and ready for any desperate act.
His followers
camo on at a full run, and it seemed their intention to
take the whites wholly by surprise.
But the latter had come fully armed, and were prepared for any onset.
Quickly unslinging rifles and
crouching behind a large fallen tree and such standmg
ones as presented, the party Avere ready for the contest
before the savages were fifty yards nearer.
" Take the gal and fall back out o' the way," said one
of the men earnestly, addressing Ralph.
" Ye hain't no
gun, and ain't o' no 'count here."
" Nancy is quite as safe here if she Avill keep behind a
tree," said Ralph, " a n d I shall not leave till I am forced
to. Some of you may be Avonnded, in Avhich case his gun
must not lay idle."
" Good for you !" Avas the earnest return.
I n a moment more the conflict was raging. The
Indians advanced rapidly till the first volley from the
whites laid three or four of their number upon the
ground, when they took to ti-ees, and opened a scattering
fire. Both parties were now playing at the same game,
but it was very soon apparent that the whites were having
the best of it. The savages had but few guns, and these
they could not use Avith the skill that characterised the
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Avhites. One after another fell killed or Avounded, chiefly
the former.
Presently a tall Indian burst from the cover on the
right, and sprung across Avith rapid strides towards the
left. H e had nearly gained one of the larger trees, when
a rifle cracked, and he plunged forward, falling in a kind
of heap upon the earth.
Immediately the savages raised a despairing cry, and
presently the survivors were seen hastening away by the
most covered routes. The cause was certainly mysterious
to the whites, but Ralph soon threw light upon it.
" T h a t Indian, who fell yonder, is Elk's Foot, the
murderer of Jehonikam Andrews, and several of your
best citizens. H e has fallen, and the balance of his band
has fled. But he may not be dead yet. You can, perhaps, learn from his own lips the Indian's agency in that
affair."
The impulsive men sprang from their place of concealment, and to the spot where Elk's Foot had fallen. H e
was not dead, nor did he seem severely injured. The
rifle ball had broken his leg, and that, in connexion with
his Avounded arm, rendered him quite helpless. H e regarded the victorious whites Avith a fiendish expression,
but preserved silence until questioned. Then he readily
confessed the share he had taken in that brutal trans!ction, and gloried in it, after the manner of his people.
" Look a-here," said the tall individual who had spoken
once before, " here is the rope we brought out tew hang
the murderer with, and I kalkilate we'd better use it now
we'A'e found the one !"
The rope was prepared quite as quickly as it had once
been for Ralph, and this time there was no reprieve. The
quivering form was .strung up, and hung in the air.
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For some moments the contortions were fearful. Then
a tender-hearted executioner raised his rifle, and by a
well-directed shot terminated the struggle. The soul of
the base and cunning redskin had fled the earthly tenement for ever.
" See here, Ralph," said the same tall backwoodsman
Avho had previously urged the execution of Elk's Foot,
" I wa.s wrong all the time—I want tew ax yer pardin for
what I done ag'in ye ? I sw'ar, I tho't 'twar' all right!"
" And so with me."
" And me."
Thus one and another urged, and readily the hunter
forgave them all, shaking the hand of each as it was extended. Then a procession AA'as formed, and with Ralph
and Nancy in the centre they reached the little viJage
of Forest Valley just at dark. Of course, every one was
pleased at the return of Nancy, and thankful to find that
their suspicions of Ralph's guilt had been unfounded.
But for the dark cloud of sorrow which rested over their
village, a merrymaking would have been the form in
which to express their pleasure. Now, however, they
gathered in little groups, and discussed the matter,
vicing with each other in acts of kindness and attention
to the sorrowing.
And now our story must end, much as all good stories
should end. True love and honour were finally rewarded,
and the silken cords of matrimony eventually bound
Ralph and Nancy together in the holiest and dearest of
earthly relations. That they lived happily we hav*
abundant evidence from the records of the times.
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